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1969
— FXBRUARY 34.

1

Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky commuu:t7 Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

• United Press International

a

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

leaners
Blvd.
DELIVEMY —
these 1113-111M11

SERVICE

Modern
SHOP

Operated By
Mr. Arteii Tucker
who hos 18 yrs.

_EXPERIENCE.

The MAGELLAN • Z4143
lassk Mediterranean styled fullrie console with concealed cutin genuine Dark Oak ,eneers
Id select hardwood solide
4S4300, of 4n genuine Pecan
steers and select hardwood sal.
t (Z45113P). both
.th the look of
ie distressing

In Our 110th Year

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, February 25,

Mrs. Downing Guest
Speaker For Zetas

1969

10* Per Copy

Vol. LX)(XX No. 47

Demonstrations Against Nixon
Fizzle As Britain Welcomes
The President To Island Monday

Yrs. Billie Downing will
speak on "Mental Hemille et Vie
meeting of the Zeta Depertmment
of the Murray Womma's Clme
to be held Thursday, Pahmay
27, at 7:30 p. m. at the deb
•The Felten Daily Leader re- house.
The speaker in an modale
ports there are 200 million
folks in the United States at professor at Murray Stab Unlthis time, and somebody figur- vaulty where she has
since the summer of 11111=
ed out the following:
received her B. A. degree in
About 102 million of our citi- siemeotary education from the
zens are females. The rest are University of Louisville and her
M. A. in mental retardation
males. Here's more
19 million are under 5 years from Peabody College, Nashville, Tenn.
of age.
Mrs. Downing is the regioral
• 19 million over 65 years of
representative on mental health
etc
and serves as consultant on
175 million white.
Mental Retardation. She is also
35 million not white.
11 million widows or widow- president of the Southeastern
American Association of Mental
ers.
Deficiency.
el million married.
120 million old enough to Hostesses for the evening will
be Mesdames Purdom Outland,
vote.
Gaylord Forrest, Heron West,
6 million in college.
30 million in other schools. Donald Crawford, Max Beale,
and Miss Vivian Ha/e.
• 83 million white cones workers.
27 million blue collar workers.
9 million foreign born.
;Cesselneed en Beck Fees)

to • in the
nmand pilot of the Apollo
II do a 10-day Earth orbit
of two manned spacecraft.
landing on the Moon

We Have A

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

Young People Visit
Their Parents Here

Murray Students
Receive Superior
Ratings Saturday

85 Year Old
•Woman Dies

Dines With Queen Today
On Eight Day Europe Trip

Marine Corporal and Mrs.
Charles Thomas Williams are
visiting their parents and friends here in Murray and Calloway County while on leave
By UGENE V. RISHER
with Britain's leaders in their
from the US. Marine base at
LONDON (UPI) — President common quest of peace.
El Toro, California.
Nixon lunched today with
What had been billed as the
The young couple have been Queen Elizabeth II in the gild- biggest anti-Nixon demonstraat El Toro for about one year
tion in Britain outside the palwhere Corporal Williams is staace flopped miserably. Several
tioned. He has taken extensive
dozen members of the "Hot Reschooling in Avionics and has
ception for Nixon Committee"
been working on the electronic
shouted "down with Nixon!"
gear on fighter aircraft.
And threw two rotten apples
Williams took his basic trainbut the apples fell far short
ing at Parris Island, South Carand the shouts were not heard
olina and took further combat
by Nixon.
training at Camp Lejeune,
By contrast, several thousNorth Carolina. Following this
ands of Britons and foreign
training he attended a special
tourists cheered the Presiden;
school-at M1/llngton Air Base
as he entered the great stone
near Memphis for approximatepalace courtyard in a llmone
ly eight months.
ine with Prime Minister Harold
Excelling in his training.
Wilson.
young Williams rose rapidly in
rank, emerging from his basic
The 42-year-old Queen accomtraining as a PFC. He was later
panied by her husband, Prince
promoted to Lance Corporal
Philip, met Nixon with a warm
then to his present position of
handshake and a smile as he
Corporal.
entered the 061-room palace
Mrs. Williams is the former
pt red coated guardsmen in
Debbie Simmons, daughter of
fur busbies.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Simmons
They chatted amiably as they
and Williams is the son of Mr.
walked along deep Persian carand Mrs. James C. Williams,
pets. The queen, wearing a
1303 Doran Road.
sleeveless dress and two rows
They will remain in Murray
of pearls, pointed out some of
until about March 8 when they
the millions of dollars worth
will return to El Tom.
(Continued on Back Pagel

The Murray High School
Speech and Debate Club brought home the following awards
U.S. ARMY FLIGHT TRAINING CIENTE AND
from the Davies County Tour*
FORT i
ART, GEORGIA February
20, 1969 — Captain Robert S.
nament last Saturday:
Mr. and Mrs.
Yam& mll
•
H. Young of
Ernie Williams, second place tucky, receives the Distinguished Flying Cross Medal for liatallun in Vietnam Murray, Kenduring corein boys extemporaneous; Nary monies at the U.S. Flight Training Center end Fort liteverre, Georgia
, February S. Making
it,. presentation is Colonel Eric A. Rundgui
Mrs. Annie Wilkinson, age 95, Materna°, second place
st, commanding officer of School Brined,
in story
at Nunsuccumbed Monday at 6:00 p.m. telling. The debate
ter Army Airfield.
team of
-U.S. Army Photo
at the Convalescent Division of I.galle Humphreys and
David
the Murray-Calloway County Buckingham compile
d a 3-0 reHospital.
cord and were rated superior in
ps
The deceased died et compli- debating.
cations. MOWN an illness el
Also receiving ratings of su,_fine yoorklbg_ was born Anit-Jiluior was Derlimmt-itear
% do—
met 111. MI* to the late Wil- mastic letsagratatisec hi&
LOVISVILLI, Ky. (UPI yew
and - Emmeline Kurt, beesemens hisrpretsion; Officers of
Kentucky's two '
Pernalig Emeirell el Calloway Molly Stobbidiald, humoro
us Presbyterian synods, 'meeting
ILL AWRY INIGHT TRAIN- matte weapons fire directed a010114F.
interpretation; Wanda McNabb, bore Monday
, failed to achieve ING
AND FORT gainst the air elements, he reIler hothead, Gaylon Wilkie PoetrY reading; Nancy Mathis, their
goal of uniting the two START, GrolIG
IA, Febru- mained over the action. directein. died December 12, 1962 prose reading.
denominations, but resolved a ary 20, 1989 —
Captain Robert ing and coordinating all activthe is survived by one son,
Bill Pinkston,
Steele, drive for more cooperation.
Stanley Young, son of Mr. and ity. When the two infantry
Lloyd Wilkinson, and his wife, Unda Showman and Samna*
Meeting at the Louisville Mrs. Alfred H.
Young of Mur• companies became heavily enArrie Wilkinson, of line Jones also took part is the Presbyt
erian Theological Sem- ray, Kentucky, receive
ray Route Four.
d t h raged, Captain Young boldly
essists:
461g*.
inary the general councils of Distinguished
Plying Cress Mls. 'flew low level over the contact
Mrs. Wilkinson was a mete
Aecompaning the students the Presbyterian
Church
in
the
dal
NIXON
for
TAXES A VOW —
heroism
area
to determine the exact loin Vietnam durher of the First ileptist Church were Scott McNabb and Ronald United
States Southern and the ing a ceremony at the
Greeted In Brussels by King
• The funeral bus been schedt Beahear, speeds coach.
U.S. Ar- cations of the friendly elements
my Flight Training Center and and the enemy forces and re(Continued on lack Page)
uled for Wednesday a two p.m.'
Ernie Williams and Mike Baudouin of Belgium during
,
his eight-day tour of WestFort Stewart, Georgia, Febru- ceived intense enemy ground Ward one of Murray
at the chapel of the Max H.
High
ary 8.
fire which damaged his aircraft School's debate teams, have ern Europe. President Nixon
Churchill Funeral Home.
The Calloway County Circuit
Captain Young, who is cur- and severely wounded him in been invited to particip
says he will hold a summit
Interment will be in the Old
ate
Court reconvened this morning
rently operations and training the left arm. Nevertheless, he the "Debate of the Month" in
meeting with Russian leadSalem Cemetery with the arin
at nine o'clock in the court
officer for the Student Battal- refused to leave until he suc-,I,exington on March 1.
ers in due course," but not
rangetnents by the Max H.
room with Circuit Judge James
ion
at
cessfull
Hunter
gc
y
•
Each
Army
directed
until he hammers out a
Airfield,
month two of the top
the withdraChurchill Funeral Home where
M. Lassiter presiding.
was cited for heroism while wal of the two friendly com- teams from across the state
united program on world
friends may call.
are
This morning the case of
serving with the 7th Squadron, panies and stopped the advance invited to debate. The event
issues with the Western
is
Wesson vs. Harris is being triCalloway county Judge Hall deadline, but felt they would 17th Cavalry in the Republic of the enemy force by employ. sponsored by the Univers
allies
reitblephotoi
ity of
ed. The case involves an autoMcCuiston said this morning be ready with the plan prior to of Vietnam.
ing repeated air strikes, artil- Kentucky. Williams and Ward
mobile accident, according to
that the committee appointed that time.
The citation states in part: lery fire and gunship fire. Only will be opposing a team from ed splendor of Buckingham
Pato formulate a reapportionment
Grayson
lace, a brief, relaxing break in the office of Circuit Court Clerk
McClure, Ferrell "Captain Young distinguished then did he depart the area for Campbellsville.
plan for Calloway County told Miller, and Joe Pat James are himself by exceptionally valor- much needed medical attentThe debate will be in the his arduous eight-day Euro- James Blalock.
The case of Evitts vs. Webb,
him that they thought they the members of the three man ous actions while piloting the ion."
U. K. Student Center at 10 o'- pean visit and his meetings
involving an automobile accidCaptain Young served two clock.
Murray University School Mi- would be ready to present the committee appointed by Judge command and control helicopent, is scheduled on the court
deast' collected three tropMes plan to the court in five days. McCuitton. They were named ter and coordinating the recon- tours in Vietnam, originally
docket on Wednesday.
The
committ
naissan
with
ce
ee
has
efforts
the
ten
by
lit
the
of
days
judge
Squadro
tournam
the
two
at an NFL speech
latter part of
air
n of the
ent
The current session of Cir.4o present the plan to meet the January; but could not be sworn cavalry
MEET CANCELLED
troops. Intelligence 9th Air Cavalry, 1st Cavalry
in Owensboro February 22.
cuit Court opened on Monday,
sighting
Division
s
led
,
to
until
in
from 1966 to 1967.
the discovery
February 24, which is
Ralph Temeneer M, senior, M1118111111111111181
1111111•0111111111ENNNIM twenty
February 3.
He has flown more than 400
days after the notice of a large enemy force by the
placed first in extemporaneous
The Murray Neighborhood
of reapportionment was made. squadron air elements. Captain combat missions and achieved
speakieg. Chris Kodman, sea6
Judge McCuiston said as soon Young skillfully directed air over 2,000 flight hours since he Girl Scout Aseociation meeting
'
lot, received second piece in
scheduled for Wednesday, Feb-as the plans are completed, strikes, artillery and gunship at- received his wings in 1964.
17E04 Prow innornaskonst
original oratory. Sam Collins, ;
Captain Young holds a Bache- ruary 26, at one a. m. at the
maps will be posted showing tacks on the enemy forte and
senior, won second piece in law
Girl Scout cabin has been canby tinned Frees International the divisions for the county. moved two companies of infanrooms Interpretation.
celled.
The junior Childress Motor
Mostly cloudy and cool today, These will be at the Court try toward the area of contact." (Centime/ on lack Page)
Other students attending were
Rufus Henry Geurin, Sr., 68, Company, Inc., Second and
"Despite intense enemy auto.
Edith Sleeks and Marcia liayes, high in the 40s. Partly cloudy House, City Hall, and at various
resident of Bartlesville, Okla Main Streets, reported to the
seniors; Debbie Cathy, Jill and cold tonight, low upper places in - Calloway County.
horns since 1919 and for th Murray Police Department that
These
maps
301
are to be posted
and 30s. Partly cloudy and
Shrost, Annette Houston, Lana
past
32 years owner and oper hub caps were stolen from a
cool
Wednesday.
Woods, and Mark Elberton, so(Continued on lack Page:
&tor of the Geurin Grocery an car at his business.
phomores; and Kitty MLlliken
Childress said tour wire hub
KcoluckY Lake, 7 a. in., 3r54.3,
Service Station, died at 11:
and Katie Kamp, freshmen.
p.m. on Wednesday in the Jane caps were taken from a 1.966
• Thin was the seventh tourna- stationary.
ONE
CITED
Below dam, 306.7, down 0.6.
GTO sometime between FebPhillips
Episcopal
Hospital
ment attended by Morley UniBerkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.2,
where he had been a patient ruary 22 and February 34.
One person was cited by the
vanity School students and up 0.1.
Mrs. Margaret Trevathan, lib- the library staff in tne story for
the past 10 days.
Murray Police Department on
their coach, George Roberts,
rarian for the Murray-Calloway hour sessions.
Sunset 548, sunrise 6:33.
Funeral services for Mr. GeurMonday. The citation was for
this year.
County Library, located at 7th
Moon sets 1:85 a. m.
The library now has many in were held at 10:00
am. on
reckless driving.
and Main Streets, has announc- hand puppet, to use for puppet
Monday in the sanctuary of the
ed that due to the large attend- shows which are especially enVirginia Avenue Baptist Church,
ance at the weekly Story Hour joyed by the children. These
The Murray Brandi of the
of which he was an active memsession it has become necessary shows are usually given about
ber. Rev. Ralph Dershem wa American Association of Univerto divide it into two differenet once a month.
the officiant for his services sity Women will meet tonight
sessions.
Members of the library staff and interment was
directed in (Tuesday) at seven p. in. at the
Children whose names begin are Margaret Trevathan, Diane the White Rose Cemetery by the home of Mn. Allred Wolfson
with A through M will attend Johnson, Linda Donoho, Lor- Arnold Moore Funeral Service for one of its study sessions on
.
L. C 'Carnie" Hendon had for Murray Postmaster K. Rob- about a year and one-half bethe Story Hour session on each raine Hayes, Debbie Grogan,
A native of Kentucky, Mr. -Eight Greet Decisions".
no idea when he went to work ertson on August 1, 1922. that fore August 1, 1922, but it was
Wednesday from three to four and Doris Key. Carolyn Adams Geurin was born at Murray on
Mrs. Russell Terhune will be
he was beginning a career that on that date that this postoffi
Miss Rubio Smith
and Virginia Swann are the September 15, 1900,
p.m.
ce
and spent the discussion leader on Czechwould wan 47 years, but this is wa.s classified into Civil Service
.
The children whose names book mobile librarians, and his early life and received his oslovakia. All members are urgexactly what happened.
Gerald Miller is the regional schooling there. He
He had been making $2.00
begin with N through Z are inwent to ed to attend.
Carnie bad been working in a day before the Civil Service
librarian.
Bartlesville at the age of 19
vited to the Story Hour session
the postoffice as a clerk for classification became formal.
Both the library and the book years and was married
from three to four p.m. each
to the
former Miss Margaret Hinkle,
This Friday, February 28, Miss
(Continued on Back Page;
Rubie Smith, chairman Thursday.
and they established their first
1900, Carnie Hendon will re- of the
elementary education deMrs. Trevathan said the sto
home where Mr. Geurin was
tire from his post, however be partmen
t, Murray State Univ- hour
sessions are primarily fo
does not plan to quit working. ersity,
employed with the Crystal Ice
The Newcomers Club hm exwill speak at the meet- childre
n ages four through
He will take a short vacation, ing of
Company for 11 years. His wife
'premed its appreciation to the
the Carter Elementary seven.
citizens of Murray for opening
then will take up other bus- School
preceded him in death in 1927
Parent-Teacher AssociaDouglass Shoemaker Callo- and he was later
%air doors and pocketbooks for
iness connections..
married to
Local fans can see the MurDue to the number of child- way County
tion to be held Thurediy, FebConti Clerk, said Miss Beulah Ward of
the Mothers March for the
During his career, Carnie ser- ruary 27, at 2:30
Bartles- ray High Tigers in their final
ren attending the story hour today that
p.
in.
at
the
the
deadlin
e
for the ville on December 16. 1928, and home game tonight against
March of Dimes for Birth Deved as a carrier, clerk and as- school.
sessions, full advantage of the purchas
e of 1969 license plates she survives him.
fects held this month.
sistant postmaster Several pout. The Murray
Before es- Mayfield. The B-Team game will
teicher received hour can not be made. By mak- for cars and trucks (under
18,- tablishing his grocery store and begin at 6:45 with the varsity
masters have been in charge her A. B. degree
Special thanks was given to
ing two sessions, the library 000
from
Murray
pounds)
is Friday, February service station, he was also
'Mrs. Harold Robertson who was
since he joined the department, State College and
em- game following.
M. A degree staff hopes that each child will 28, at five p.m.
ployed by the National Refinchairman of the March, and to
Including K. Robertson, Marvin from George Peabod
Although Mayfield beat the
enjoy the program and partici: Shoemaker
y
Collegc,
said no extens- ing Company for 3 years.
*each woman who went from
Whitnell, H. T. Waldrop, Har- Nashville, Tenn.
Tigers on their floor 76-52 back
pate more in the session.
She
started
ion
of the time for purchase
door to door collecting for the
Survivors, in addition to his in January, the Murray team
ry Sledd, Ed Fenton and the teaching at Murray
Each story hour consists of by Calloway
State in
County residents wife of the home, include
Inarch against birth defects.
present postmaster Lester Nan- 1939.
stories, movies, games, puppet has been
three has steadily gained strength
made. The sales are sons, R. H. Geurin, Jr.,
Women who helped with the
ny.
The program will be in ob- shows, singing, and sharing. going
Dewey, and Coach Bob Toon says they
good
this
week,
drive are as follows:
and
Herman
perCarnie is credited with or- servance of Founders
E. Geurin, Tulsa, and are ready for a win. "This is a
Members of the Alpha Omi- sons are urged
Day. A
to come in as David M. Geurin, also of
Mesdames Lawrence Phllpet,
ganizing the West Kentucky brief business session
Bart- big game for us," he added,
will be cron Pi social sorority and Dr. soon as possible to
Joe Rose, H. Ed Chrleman, Ronavoid the lesville; one brother, Preston "and the boys want to win this
postal clerks into the National held.
June Smith's Children Litera- long line
on
Friday.
ald Wuest, H. N Medd, Kent
Federation of Post Office
Geurin, Paducah, Kentucky; one badly."
All parents and interested ture class, both from Murray
The
1969 license
plates one sister, Mrs. Ray Houston,
The public is urged to see
persons are encouraged to at- State University, along with
(Continued en Seek Paso)
should
L. C. "Cantle" Hendee
be
on
iCentInued en lace Pegs'
the cars a n d Murray; 5 grandchildren,
the Tigers in their final home
tend.
other interested persons, assist trucks on
and
Saturday.
several nieces 'and meow..
game tonight.

Ktn
e ygt Of Two

captain 3tamiy Young Is
Presented With The DEC

Fails At Meeting

• •am

i5

Ernie Williams And
Mike Ward Invited
To State Debate

•

Circuit Court
In Session

Reapportionment Committee
To Submit Plan In 5 Days

e Trophies Are
•Thre
Awarded University
Students At Meet

E3

The CURIE • Z43491
quisite french Provincial styled
insole with cabriole legs, shaped
iron and top. In genuine hand
,bbed Cherry fruitwood veneers
4 select hardwood solids with
•took
'ine
stressing

The DAVY • Z4M71111
Poling Earr , Amencan styled
nose with concealed castes,
iinet features distinctive Early
terican -Ityled gallery. In genu•
Maple veneers and select herded sOlich with
look of fine

arising.

299.95 1

:ASY MONTHLY
PAYMENTS
Vitt) No Down
Payment

• FINANCE At
.110 LOWEST
*ATE—
ONLY 6%
•

,,,,,,,

AY
TO STORE

ter

VEMER REPORT

Story Hours At The Library
To Be Wednesday, Thursday

•

3

.....

Funeral Of
Rufus Geurin Hub Caps Reported
Held Monday Stolen On Weekend

75f3-2571

AAUVV Group To
Meet Tonight

Carnie Hendon Ends 47 Years Service
With Murray Postoffice; Retires Friday

Workers For
Drive Given
'

Miss Rubie Smith
Carter PTA Speaker

No Extension For
License Purchase

Final Home Game
Of Murray High
School Is Tonight

•

•••••rd
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Enhstees In Job
Corps Are Sought

WITTYCILY

TUESDAY — FEBRUARY 25. 1969

Quotes From The News Visitors To

Cook's Jewelry
500
SHEET

NUSLISSIZID by taw= a TIKES !MUSSING COMPANY,
By Immo PRASS Onr10000rIONAL
Ooniondation of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and
Times-Heraid. October 30, Ink and the We Eentaistian,
Baism
The Mayfield. Kentucky im•
1, MU.
Watch
esMAIN
Di:mod
temi"g
WASHING
aiss.
ploymeat
Edward
Surdce
cooductleg
TON
Ben.
Is
M. Kennedy, D.—
MI N. eth Street, Murray. Rastasby $IM
a rectilbaseit drive tar stes as* Maas., calling for reform of the draft law:
JAMS! C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
vostak 111 bro. II pears of
"OW law today is patchwork and outdated; it proneerre the right to reject way Advertising. Letters to the Miter. age,Is joie the Job Corps Rain vides neither flexibility nor fairness, nor certainty. I
as malt at February.
Public Voice item which. In our opinion. are not for the
think we have an onligatam to our young people
latereali of our readers.
la ask* s amenebbothli change It."
Kentucky had 30 minim visitIslay, Jed Milo% Idssager.
HIPRESENTATIVIE: WALLACE WITMER 00, WO
ors in 1968 and they spent $345
beadben Ave. Memphis. Tenn; Time & Life Bidg.. New York MT, psidal ad Oast Jab Cups sears
KANSAS CITY, Mo.—hers. Margaret Truman Daniel
million during emir stay.
bads ulsostios, dal WOE.
etepnenson Bldg.. Detroit, Mich.
talking about her father, former President Harry S. These
aed Redd verb isporilico
figures were announced
Entered at Use Post Office, Murray. !Contactj, for trootoWnion
Truman,
in
a
hospital
recovering from a flu attack:
by James Bost, seats Commissyob vibo mad a Amps of
Second Class Matter
"He's sitting up there laughing and talking. He's ioner of Pub/ic InSirmation at
drommestmad bedleleed bdp
the Kentucky Travel Conference
SUBSCRIPTION HATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week Mc, per Elude adl-ciamtbliass aid* Id- going to go home soon."
month 411.10. In Gallows, and adjoining lounties. per
on February 18 in Louisville.
Illogases to kelp tbseassless.
Year.
RUC
Zones 1 & 2, WOO; 13sewhere 813.91 All serrine
Plume 753-1273
Mr. Miles said that young
PARIS — South Vietnamese Vice President Nguyen Standing in for Governor Louie
rellierriPtirme $5.00.
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
sea sod IMMO who are out of Coo Ky, warning that allied air raids on North Vietnam B. Nunn, Host addressed a group
"The Oetiaaaillag CNN Asa of a Clemunsky is the
work and eat of Wool should ap- might be resumed if the Communists continue shelling of about 200 business and civic
We Have It — We Will Get It — Or It Can't Be Had
insurrity of ma Pimoopor
leaders, He noted that tourism
t* tarries Tbunsday, Februa- South Vietnamese cities."
ry 27, at as Eldslos at Public
"If the Communsits believe they can go on with is already the state's second
TUESDAY — P7DIEUARY 25, 1969
Assistance, IN C 110eth 6th St., their shelling of
our cities they are wrong. I have al- largest industry, providing 26,"The Best In Service ... Best of Gasoline* tuna
Murray, Kudeicky,from 9:00 thready said that the Allies have shown maximum good 000 Jobs.
re 4:00 p.a.Ttingsten and
PRESS FREEDOM
641
SUPER SHELL SERVICE
Two million more visitors case accepted by Ss Job Corps are will by de-escalating the war and stopping the air raids
[Lexington (Ky.) Herald)
on
North."
the
me to Kentucky in 1968 than in
sot to rural csapsor urban cenAcmes from Jerry's Restaurant - Phone 753-9131
Can you imagine an ainuination attempt on
the previous year and the $345
ters waar largoeltissiocated thrMax MeCuisten • We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
four American astronauts just as they were about
CORONADO, Calif. — Chief Engineman Monroe million they spend is 9 per cent
mind tbs easetry unally withto enter the White House and then it never
in three weeks from the time Goldman of the intelligence ship Pueblo, defending at above the 1967 figure.
Plans were also announced for
their applications are accepted. a Navy court of inquiry the actions of his commanding
appearing in the next day's newspapers?
the 1974 bicentennial celebration
Through the Job Corps, young officer, Captain Lloyd M. Bucher:
Well, that's what happened in Moscow the
men and women learn a skill, ea"I am proud of what the captain went through with marking the 200th anniversary
other day when a young man fired five bullets
of the settling of Harrodsburg.
rti money, and make new friends, us there and he did bring us home."
— ATTENTION!!
from two pistols at Russia's new cosmonaut heroes
Host said a statewide committee
as well as taking part in sports
as they were about to enter a Kremlin gate
to direct bicentennial plans will
and recreation.
be chosen soon. He said that a
When the training is completfollowing a parade.
The
minimum of 43 mWion visitors
ed, they will be given help by the
,
,
The Soviet press, which is government
could normally be expected in
Kentucky State Employment Sercontrolled, made no mention of it. It was only
1974 and added to
vice in finding a job.
I will sing unto the Lord, because he hath dealt 6.5 million more this would be
after the foreign pros reported the incident that
attracted for
bountifully
with me. --Psalm 43:11.
the attack finally was acknowledged by the Soviet
the bicentennial celebration.
Can you praise God when all is not going well? Here
Union.
Is the real test of faith.
NAMED PRESIDENT
Also speaking to the conferenWill Be
Too often, we take our freedoms in this
ce grow was Elliot L. Lewis,
country for granted. Freedom of the press is one of
who reported on his firm's sixthe most precious rights we have because a
WASHINGTON UPI - Dr. Willmonth study of the anniversary
iam Haddon, Jr., former head
well-informed public is necessary for any true
obeervance, Lewis is president
of the National Highway Safety
of Leisure Systems, Inc.
democracy to function.
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Bureau, has been named presLewis proposed that the state
EXCEPT ON SUNDAYS
ident of the Insurance Institute
plan a six-month celebration trfor Highway Safety. The institute
Jack Wrather, son of J. D (Bob) Wrather, formerly out April to September of 1974.
•
e
e
serves various auto insurance of near Coldwater, will be featured on Ed Murrow's He predicted that as many as
THANKS TO WHOM?
James Stacey, restastnnt. 'manager, isdries
companies in developing highway popular television program,"Person to Person". Wrather 11 million tourists might spend
(Chicago Tribune)
to provide this extra service to their many
safety campaigns.
Is producer of the Lassie shows and owns the Lone one night or more during the
Among the many great achievements of the
customers and friends in need of a late'dkiRanger show. He is married to the well nown actress anniversary year compared to
ner or early breakfast.
Kennedy and Johnson Administration, according
the 4 million a year current
Bonita Granville.
figure
for
overnight
to the valedictory report of Johnson's Council of
out
of
state
Pictured today is a group of the 4-H Tractor MainROGOVIN APPOINTED
guests.
Economic Advisers, was a sharp reduction in
tenance elnesee being held in Murray. Leaders are
Other speakers at the travel
unemployment.
Ernest Madrey and Kenneth Murdock.
conference included W. W.Grice,
A Blue Raider basket just as the horn sounded gave Marriott Motor Hotels; Robert
Eight years ago, 7.7 percent of the labor force
WASHLNGTON UPI - Atty. Gen.
otin N. Mitchell has appointed Middle Tennessee an 84-82 victor/ over foul-plagued Briggs, U. S. Travel Service,
was qut of work, a rate that today would mean 6.5
harles H. Rogovin, an assistant Murray State in an overtime game in the MSC sports James C. Groce, National Assmillion unemployed. In ft, only 2.5 million are
homey general in Massachus- arena last night.
ociation of Travel Organisations;
without jobs. The implication is that the
etts, an administrator of the Law
Mrs. George Overbey, Mrs J B. Wilson, Mrs. Julius Robert E. Becker; Jr.,American
government created conditions which led to the Enforcement Assistance Admin.
Cooper, Mrs. J. A. Outland, and Mrs. Lowell Palmer, all Airlines; David Blackburn,Groat
employment of four million people who might
tration. The agency was creat- of Calloway County, have been elected officers of the Southwest Corporation, Arlingted by the 1968 Omnibus Crime Paris District WSCS.
otherwise be unemployed.
on, Texas; Robert Conwell, Corct to help the Justice Depart.
pus Christi Area Tourist Bureau,
Dr. Melchior Palyi, a noted Chicago economist,
cot aid state and local law en.
Corpus Christi, Texas; and Alice
disseets this implication in the current iesue of the • orcement.
Patterson, of Hospitality MagazCommercial & Financial Chronicle.
ine.
"'FM
The first thing Dr. Palyi points out is that
Regional awards of merit for
LEDGER
& TIMES FILE
535,000 more troops are "employed" in Vietnam
promotional efforts were given
to the Central Kentucky Cave
than when Kennedy took office. Did the
Area (around Mammoth Cave),
Administration deserve credit for creating this
The proposed city-wide fire inspection
program for the Southern Cumberlands(Lake
IMurray will be set in operation on March 31.
great opportunity for employment and travel in
Cumberland - Dale Hollow area),
Mrs. Mary Ella Swift -succumbed yesterday
the Feedlot? We would hardly classify it as an
at her and the Land of History(in centrhome near Bell City. She was 78 years of
al Kentucky).
economic triumph.
age.
The Kirksey Independents downed Dublin
88 to 58 The conference was co-hosted
to vrin the Tri-State League Tournament
Next, Dr. Palyi points out that there was an
and an invi- by the Kentucky Travel Council
tation to compete in the National Tournament
increase of about one million in other Federal
at Spring- and the Kentucky Department of
field, Missouri. G. W. Edmonds is manager of
Public Information.
employment—military and civilian—after 1960.
the team.
Definite plans have been completed for
And finally, nearly two million new jobs were
holding the•
1949 Calloway County Pair in Murray on
August 10, 11,
created in the State and local government
and 12, according to A. Carman, chairman
of the beard
KARL EVEIRY GRAVE
bureaucracies. Add the half million and the one
of directors.
million and the nearly two million, and you will
find that 3.4 million of the country's new jobs
in
Showdown At Abilene C
Tort u his running mate.
the last eight years were financed directly out of
Almanac
lock Mahoney. Martha Myer
In 1901, J. P. Morgan foundthe taxpayer's pocket.
by United Fries International ed the United States Steel
Today is Tuesday, Feb. 25, Corp. in New Jersey, the first
This leaves what Dr. Palyi calls a "genuine"
the
56th day of 1969 with 309 billion-dollar enterprise.
decrease in unemployment of only about 600,000
Sine 111111
to follow.
out of the four million.
Murray
The moon is between its first In 1919, Oregon became the
Marble
Snit state to tax gasoline. The
and new phase.
But how "genuine," he inepdays, was oven this?
Works
was
tax
one per cent.
The morning stars are Use.
BUILDERS OF FINE
Directly or indirectly, about 80 cents out of every
eery, Kars and Jupiter.
MIASMAL/
In 1967, American warships
dollar spent by government turns up ultimately in
The evening stars are Venus
Porter White fAssiagsr
began shelling North Vietnam
and Saturn.
somebody's paycheck. Federal and local spending •
111 Maple St. 753-2512
On this day in history:
combined is now running about $120 billion a year
A thought for the day .
In 1804, a caucus of Republimore than in 1960—mod of the increase being in
cans unanimously nominated British clergyman Thomas Fulthe Federal sector.
Thomas Jefferson for President ler said, "He knows little who
CLAY SHAW wears a faint
th George Clinton of New will tell his wife all he knows."
smile as he gets into a ear
Subtract $34 billion, which is what the 3.4
in New Orleans after a demillion new jobs were consuming if they averaged
fense sossilan of his trial ow
$10,000 each, which is a generous estimate, and
conspiracy charge. In the
you have $86 billion left. Take 80 per cent of this,
assassination of President
* STARTS *
and you have about $69 billion more in
John F. Kennedy
government money which was filtering into
TOMORROW
people's paychecks, either in pay raises or by
creating new jobs.
BEAUTIFUL! The entire film is a poem of youth,love and
k" WE CAN MATCH ANY QUALITY
violence .a Renaissance recapitulation of 'West Side Story
This could easily account not only for the
w' WE CAN TOP ANY PRICE
remaining 600,000 jobs for which the Democrats
played with pure 1968 passion!" -PLAYBOY
A°1 WE CAN TOP ALL WARRANTIES
took credit, but for a few million others as vied.
cntinuous
Shown
This is not the way to create a healthy,
Fro- 1 pm Daly
self-sufficient, job-producing economy.

State Spend
$345 Million

RUBBER STAMPS
The ledger & Tines

WALLIS DRUG

Bible Thoughtfor TOday

Holiday Inn Restaurant
OPEN 24 HOURS

Ten Years Ago Today

Nashville's finest
entertainment
station.

20 Years Ago Today

6:30 AM Country Junction
3:30 PM Gilligan's Island
4 PM Big Show

6,10 PM News,Weather,Sports
10:30 PM Perry Mason

!COLOR T.V. SPECIALS
Ei

Shop and Compare

3

CURTIS-MATHES

Join us in celebrating
our Golden Anniversary

ONLY
OFFERS
THE 8-YR. PRO-RATED PICTURE TUBE WARRANTY

ST 1-4

i'llANC4 I billHEW

ROMEO
&JULIET

February 24 - 28

me.... omens rim eau P.M
PI ORM vain 41/1
keue
•
MCI NW al nailISO
. WNW ONO se el is Hari
miejgas vesture, at
1;se, 2:31, 7:10 and 9:38
Admission: Adults "Lee - Children $1.111
Contact Manager for Student Greer Discounts

2 Full Years PLUS 6 Years Pro-Rated
TV REPAIR ON ALL BRANDS . . .
FAST,
EXPERT SERVICE ON COLOR AND
BLACK ik WHITE
All Work Fully Guaranteed —
ALSO ANTENNA & TOWER WORK
Many Good Used TVs

T.V. SERVICE CENTER
"We Truly Appreciate Your Business"
12 N. 4th
753-5865
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STATE TOURNAMENT PAIRINGS

THIRTEENTH
SIXTEENTH (2com

2pm, Friday

. EIGHTH (3:45pa,Wad.
)
11.ma, Saturday

HIRD
FIFTH (7 30Pm.Wmd.)

DRUG
273
SPECIALTY

3:45pm,Friday

SEVENTH
FIRST (9:15pa.

*

)

— Or It Can't Be Mad

•
at of Gasoline from

8po, Saturday

ELEVENTH
•
SIXTH (2pla,Thurs.)

,L SERVICE

SECOND

nt - Phone 753-9131
assure Cheri Stamps

FOURTEENTH (3:45pa:

CHAMPIONS

7:30pm, Friday

Th43
12:45pm, Saturday

FIFTEENTH
•

ON!!

TMELTH (7:30pm.Thur:
4
•
9:15pa, Friday
NINTH
TENTH (9a3Pm,Thuril.)
4

testaurant
IOURS

ALL GAMES AT LOUISVILLE'S FREEDOM HALL-MARCH 26 THROUGH 29

• .NCAA Berths Will Take
Shape This Week; UCLA In
By STEVE SMILANICH
UPI Sports Writer

JNDAYS
•
_
manager, deahres
Ice to their many
teed of a late'dinit
itt
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Kuhn Has
Meeting On
Dispute

)

FOURTH

IMPS
Times

INNS

NEW YORK UPI - With Bowie
Kuhn, the new commissioner of
baseball, available for consultation, club owners and player representatives met today in another attempt to solve the dispute
which has delayed spring training
and is posing a mild threat to
the exhibition season.
Kuhn returned here late Sunday from a Florida vacation,
stating: "My place is in New
York during this situation. I'm
still of the opinion this dispute
can be settled soon, but I'll remain in New York until it is."
Meeting with Federal Mediator
Frank Brown at the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service
office will be Marvin Miller, the
players' association executive director, and John Gaherin, the
negotiator for the owners in the
pension fund disagreement. The
owners originally had declined
Brown's invitation to discuss the
problem, declaring that the talks
were not at an impasse. The owners reconsidered on Saturday.
At today's session, the crux of
the problem, as always, will be
money. The players had asked
the clubs to contribute $6.5 million to the pension fund, and the
owners had countered with an
offer of $5.1 million. The players,
through Miller, had scaled their
demand down to $5.9 million and
on Friday, the owners counterproposal offered $5.3 million.
The owners had requested that
their latest offer- be considered
by the full meMbership of the
players' organization. A poll of
the 400 members, however, would take almost two weeks to complete, according to Miller.

and 85th triumph in 86 games
for the Bruins who led only 4137 at halftime but demolished
College basketball's post sea- the Ducks in the second
half.
son tournament puzzle begins to Sophomore forward Sidney
Wicks
Italie shape this week and it won't sparked the !Jelin
attack with a
Me much of a mystery in starting career high of 22
points. Lew
the guessing game if you simply Alcindor led all scorer
s with 25
Look for the big piece colored points even though
he left the
navy blue and gold, shaped like game with seven minutes
remaina baby bear and inscribed with ing.
GRAND JUNCTION, Tenn. DPI
the letters "U. C. L. A."
Second-ranked Santa Clara, bo—Judges and handlers were
Top-ranked and unbeaten UC- unced from the ranks of
hoping for better weather today
the unSTAFF BEEFED UP
LA is undoubtedly the easiest pa- beaten on Friday
By DAVID MOFFIT
18th NCAA tournament berth.
as the 1987 National Bird Dog
night, reboundUPI Sports Writer
rt of the puzzle but finding the ed with a 91-71 triump
The 1969 UPI All-SEC first champion, Satilla Virginia Lady, LAFAYEITE,
h over UC
Ind.
Two
remaining pieces for the Nation- Santa Barbara while No. 3
team averages 6 foot 1/2 in hei- -made her bid for the 1969 title. new faces
North
were added to the
ATLAN
TA UPI - The class ght and, thanks to
Collegiate Athletic Associat- Carolina tuned up for the rugged
Lady
was
paired
the big boost
with High- Purdue University football sten
of '70, paced by point-a-minute from "Pistol
/bn NCAA tournament will take Atlantic Coast Confer
Pete" is averaging way Lynn for the seventh day Friday when Tony Mason and
ence toura little more time.
aliment with an easy 106-59 con- "Pistol Pete" Maravich, domi- 7.8 points-making it the biggest cif competition on the sprawling Robert Geiger were
named asnates the 1969 United Press Int- rid highest
The mighty Bruins from Los quest of The Citadel.
sistant coaches.
scoring top five in the Ames Plantation.
ernati
onal
41-South
Angeles moved a step nearer theeaster
The
n
Condogs had been scheduled
EC's 37-year history.
Fourth ranked Davidson doMason had bean an assistant
ference basketball team.
ir straight Pacific Eight Confer- wned Virginia Tech 79-71
for the three-hour afternoon ses- at the University
and
of Michigan
Named
sion
with
ence title and an automatic berth Southeast Conference leader
the record setting
Saturday, but rain delay- and Geager served as
Ke- Maravi
an assisted the morning round which ant in Buffalo.
ch to the UPI team annin the NCAA regional tournament ntucky improved its standi
ng wifeatured Pinehuid Kate and Air
Saturday night by trouncing Ore- th a 103-89 Oringeset of Louisiana ounced today were fellow repeatATLANTA UPI - The 1969 Un
gon 103-69.
State. The Wildcats were victor- ers Neal Walk of Florida and Torn
ited Press international All-Sou- • Kate, owned by M. C. Flemious even though Pete Marvich Hagan of Vanderbilt plus Dan
38th Win
tallied 45 points in raising his Issel of Kentucky and Bob Lien- theastern Conference basketball ing of Albany, Ga., and hand•
led by George Moorland of
two-season output to 2,104 break- hard of Georgia, who were sec- team:
Leesburg, Ga., had been ill prior
It was the 38th straight win ing the NCAA two-year mark of ond teams last year.
to the trial and was picked up
First Team
The team was selected in tal2,095 set by Elvin Hayes of Housin the rain by Moorland
toting by newspaper, radio and
ton.
Air Control lacked his driving
Pete Maravich, 6-5,
LSU
St. John's of New York, top television sports editors from
run but pointed one covey and
Neal Walk, 6-10,
Florida
at-large tourney candidate from throughout the Southeast.
had an unproductive before he
Kentucky's Mike Casey, the Dan Issel, 6-8,
Kentucky was
the East and the nation's seventhpicked up by handler Dave
Torn
Hagan,
6-3,
other
non-se
nior
Vander
on
last year's
bilt'Grubb of
ranked outfit, posted its 20th
Hernsindo, Miss., for
Bob
Lienla
rd,
first
6-11,
team,
slippe
d to the second
Georgia owner W.
victory of the season, beating
W. TW of Sandusky,
five this time where he was joinColgate 7742.
abio.
Second Team
ed by Tennessee's Bill Justus,
• MAGIC-TRI LIAGUI
also
second
team
last
year,
KenTop of Big 10
'Teem
W. L.
tucky's Mike Pratt, Auburn's Jo- Bill Justus, 6-1,
Tennessee PANAMA UPI - Hiroshi KobayJohnson's Grocery 77
15
hn Mengelt and Georgia's Jerry Mike Casey, 6-4,
Kentucky aski, the world junior lightweight
Eighth
ranked
Purdue
stayed
Rowland Refrig.
'Mike Pratt, 6-4,
58 34 on
Epling.
Kentucky champion from Japan, signed Sutop
of
the
Big
10
standi
ngs
by
Ezell Beauty School 58 34
John Mengelt, 6-2,
Aublarn nday to meet Antonio Amaya of
Murray Beauty Salon 53 39 taking Northwestern 10748, No.9
Jerry Epling, 5-11,
Lilly Three Seniors
Georgia Panama in a title bout scheduled
Villan
ova
stoppe
d
Temple 73-66
Jerry's
51 41
for April 6 in Tokyo.
Bank of Murray
47 45 In running its record to 19-4,
Walk, Hagan and Justus are
Owen Food Market 34 58 South Carolina whipped Virginia the only
seniors on this year's
Country Kitchen
34 58 86-70, and 10th ranked Duquesne 10 man squad
and Mengelt is
C,arrall Volkswagen 21
70 beat DePaul 87-68.
the only sophomore.
Louisvi
arlifford's Gulf
lle,
ranked
No.14,
21
stay70
Maravich, highest two year
ed atop the Missouri Valley ConHigh Team Gain* WHC
Rowland Refrigeration __ 1008 ference standings by edging Cin- scorer in NCAA history, was
the only unanimous choice. This
Murray Beauty Salon ____ 99.1 cinnati 7148.
Bank of Murray
New Mexico, the 17th ranked comes as no surprise. The lanky,
998
High Teem 3 Games WHC
team, helped jumble the Western 6-foot-5 junior who set an NCAA
record last year with his 43.8
Rowland Refrigeration
2901 Athletic Conference standings by
point average, is running away
Murray Beauty Salon
2835 edging Arizona State 84-75 in ovwith national scoring honors agaJohnson's Grocery
3813 ertime. Utah also knocked off
High md. Game Scratch
arch rival Brigham Young 98-85 in this season and was averaging
LeVaughn Latimer
. 212 to move into a tie for the league 43.9 prior to Monday night's
Ford's Country Squire has Better Ideas where
Mildred Hodge
some wagons don't even
209 lead but the Utes and Cougars game at Tennessee.
have ideas. Ford's new 'Front Room" featur
The
Louisi
-lefty Dixon
ana
State
star
es instruments grouped
mov308 wind up this weekend on the road
together cockpit fashion for the driver and
High Incl. Gams WHC
extra leg and knee room for
against Wyoming and New Mex- ed into the No. 1 position for twohis passengers. Top-of-the-line interiors Rite
-JoBeth England
year scoring this past weekend
264 ico.
those in our luxury LTD's.
Distinctive paneling, hidden headlamps and
LaVaughn Latimer
when he climbed to 2,104 points
244
a 302 CID V-8, all standard.
Betty Dixon
nine
Prince
more
ton, unbeaten leader in
than Elvin Hayes' prYou also get Ford's exclusive one-two-three
240
doorgate that: (1) swings
High Ind. 3 Games Scratch
the Ivy League, also moved near- evious record - with four games
down for cargo;(2) swings out for passen
gers, and (3) offers you extra
:Mildred Hodge
543 er a tournament berth by wall- left to play.
convenience because it opens like a door
with the window down or up.
Joy. Rowland
The 6 foot 10 Walk, leading
525 oping Brown 74-46. In a Sunday
Drive the Country Squire soon. See
Bobbie Garrison
why
503 game, Terry Driscoll's 29 points rebounder in the nation last seaFord is Anwirica's best-selling wagon.
1411th had. 3 Games WHC
Again.
led Boston College over Detroit son had a 23.4 scoring average
yce Rowland
661 99-72.
and a 17.4 rebound average at
Mildred Hodge
833
The selection committees of week's end; the 6 foot 8 lase'
Judy Mason
814 the NCAA and the National Invit- was 25.6 and 13.0, and the 6
foot
Splits Converted
ation Tournament in New York 11 Lienhard was 23.3 and 15.7.
Joye Rowland
1989 Ford Country Squire
3-10 extending invitations to their
reMildred Hodge
3-7 & 2-7 spective post-season
Hagan'
s
Third
Time
extravaganToni Hopson
3-7 zas Tuesday at which times
a lot
Geraldine Myer' __-Is 2-7 of coaches and
Hagan, the shortest member
athletic directors
La Vaughn Latimer
4-5 will be waiting
for a telephone of the UPI quint at 6-foot-3 and
Bobbie Garrison
2-7 call.
the lowest scorer with 22.8 per
Patricia Wiggins
5-7-9 The
NCAA has the task of in- game, is the only player to be
ria Marshall
5-7 viting
10 more schools to its named to the top 10 three years
els Crow's
8-7-10
25-team field while the NIT will in a row. The Commodore ace
ands White
2-7
extend invitations to 16 clubs. was a second teamer in 1967,
Istelle Faell
5-8-10
The 15 conference champions ga- Justus, spearhead of TennessSandra Thompaos
44-7
ee's great defame, was a third
Betty Darnell
3-10 in automatic Invitations to the
team& In 1967
Carol Hill
4-5-10 NCAA tourney.
Making up this year's third
Judy Mailers
3-10
team were Gary Elliott of AlaKay Ezell
5-10
barna, Bill Hann of Tennessee,
High had. Averages
COACH HIRED
Marilyn Parks
Andy Owens of Florida, Bobby
150
Mildred Hodge
Croft of Tennessee and Manuel
158
RI TIN GCMG ToarK.,
PITTSBURGH ITO — Paul Washington of Mississippi
bbie Garrison
137
StaKamp,
a
talent
Wanda Nance
scout
for
the te.
155
Atlanta Falcons of the National
LaVaughn Latimer
It also came as no surprise
153
Football league last year, was that Kentucky
Betty Dixon
152
placed its three
hired Friday as iinebacking junior sears
Katherine Lax
152
on the 10 man squcoach for the University of ad. Issel,
bye Rowland
142
Casey *id Pratt have
Pittsburgh.
Isabel Parks
been the big guns all season as
141
Kamp
Martha Alls
foianerly served as
140
Wildcats, 19-3 prior to last
head coach at North Dakota the
Betty Riley
140
night's game with Alabama, race
State Teachers College.
—Mildred Hodge, Sec.
toward their 24th SEC iltle and
•

Bird Dog Trials
"Pistol Pete" Leads All-SEC Dela
yed By Rain
Basketball Team;Issel Named
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6.S0-13 Tubeless Slockaro
ll '6

Other sizes in stock
at comparable low
prices at your Sears
Catalog Sales Office
ALLSTATE Passenger Tire Guarantee
Tread Life Guarantee
Guaranteed Against All fs •
urea of the tire resulting from
normal road leasards or defects
in material or workmanthip
For Hon Long: Forth. life of
the original tread.
What Beare Will Do: Repair
nail punctures at no charge_ In
case of failure. in exchange for
the tire, replant it charging
only the proportion of current
regular
price plus Federal Excise Tax that repreeenta
tread timed.

Tread Wear-Out
Guarantee
Guaranteed Against: Treed
wear-out
For How Long: The number.
of months specified
What Sears Will Do: In "change for tb• tine. replace it,
charging the current regular
selling price plus Federal Excue Tan 1
the following allowance:
Meade Guaranteed Allowance
12 to 24
10%
27 to 39
20%

Export mounting and balancing available'
No trade-in required. FREE rotation
every 5,000
miles. FREE puncture repair
for the life of tread.

Buy first tire at single-tire price...get
SECOND TIRE AT HALF PRICE!

SEARS SUPERTRED
Guaranteed to wear 36 MONTHS
6.50-13 Tubeless Blackwoll

Each

$19.95

Si..'
F•urs
Taa

2FOR $29°.2F"?
MOST SIZES IN STOCK AT
SAME HALF PRICE OFFER

SOUTHSIDE MANOR
Murray Ky.

Phone 153-2310

The first Magic
Doorgate to open
Ike a oor
window down or

fn

The place you've got to go to see what's going

on-yourfortl Dealer!Save at his Pop-Option

Sale!

Patters Motors, Murray, Kentucky
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Vickie Lamarr is the same
wen by Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
of Murray Route Two for
baby girt bora Saturday,
February
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Their other children are Laale, Henry Lee, Troy Anthony,
and Anita Farrell.
•••
A son, Newton Littleton Cory
Scott, was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Newton Scott, 10/ Pine Street
on Thursday, February 20, at
the Murray-Cellowny County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Curry of Murray.

Hina Home Scene Book Study Held •
Of Presbyterian
By Kirksey WMS
m David limber
Women's Meeting theMstudy
id the book, "In

The home of Mn. Johnny 111ns on Guthrie Drive was the Land", at the meeting of
"'7
scene of the meeting of tbe Woman's
Kirk:soy Baptist Church
Cumberland Presbyterian We Thursday, February 30,
men of the North Pleasant on
thirty o'clock in the insoGrove Church held on Thurs- six
les et the church.
day, February 20, at one o'clock
In the afternoon
The medal study in prepar.
Mrs Edd Glover presented tire for the week of prayer
the program on the subject, for home =Wilma concerned
"And Who Is My Neighbor". the S011i state, Hawaii, and was
She also gave the devotional presented in an interesting way
srs. Bill ABMS wen
reading from I Timothy 3:7. by Mrs. Brasher, wife of the
for the omens at the Linn
pastor of the church.
Grove Remegooksee Club
The president, Mn. Margaret
on Wellmisiay. 9'6bl/ivory a,
Nell Boyd, presided and Mrs. Betrahments were served.
her Mese.
Edwin Cain, secretary, called Those present were Mesdames
The lam as "Landscaping"
th• roll and read the minutes, Junior Compton, James Paswas preeested by Mrs. Jimmy
&all, W. A. Erwin, R. W. Blake
Butterworth and Mrs. Johnny
Mrs. Hine led the opening ly, Jack Cain, baba Trees, Jim
William. They itressed the im- the club named Mrs. Murdock prayer and Mrs. Glover the Washer,
Mike Sykes, Urban Belportance at the front door in as the delegate to the Kentucky closing prayer. It was announccher, Jackie 'trees, Danny Edregard to the landscaping of Homemakers meeting in Lex- ed that the World
Day of Pray- wards, and David Brasher,
ington in March.
any home.
er program will be held at the
Mrs. Alfred Murdock, pre* Three new members of the First Christian Church
on Friident, presided and Mrs. Bill club are Mrs. Clifford Miller, day, March 7. at
ten a.m.
Mims gave the devotion. Eln Mrs. Woodrow Tarry, and Mrs
Paul Cunningham.
ven members answered the roll Joyce K. Slaughter.
Delicious refreshments were
The next meeting will be
A social hour was held with served by the hostess. Also pre- held on Thursday, March 13,
call by giving their favorite time
refreshments being served by sent were Mrs. Della Graham, at one p.m. at the home *
saver.
During the bunnies session the bootees.
Mrs J. D. Robinson. and Mrs. Mrs. Keys Wells,

22,

Sturm-Kruger Engagement

The Truth About
Spoiled Children
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: When I was little, I was spoiled by say
parents and now that I Ben eider I am still spoiled,
so they yell
at me and punish me. Do yes Silt it is fair emu get
yelled at
and punished for their mistakes?
R. R.
DRAM R. R.: Yee have asked a very hatelligent isesties. A
"spelled" child is as jay he hie Meads. bis teachers.
Oft Is his
parents. list saddest at ell. a child wimp brings we joy to
slam
receives owe bimeelf. R's the parents' "ndstake." I. be
sme.
bat the ehiM pews fer IL
O'

rim

DEAR ABBY: WEI
pieties tell es WHO is rasymmilge
kr the sere at a widened emellmr? There are few el se
Oakes. We sa de quite well, bet three at is aro atheded Ida
Wally eh..am
.
mid a'le a Agee "mew girl" ha ban
surly eta. Rho his am excellent poidtion and windy be wary
ghee hut brieself, sod SHE thinks we should all pleb
be
ALLY Da.liedier's moppet
We married ems have sawtgages to pay di and children
is
odiseate, but ow single sister has a beeetitelly turoilied
worthiest, a new car every other yew, asd her
Wawa
main.to where to go co her ant vacation.
le. Dew Abby, do you think we aboukl all share the burden
at Nether's support EQUALLY?
A FAMILY DIVIDED
DOUR FAMILY: Yes. Row sad that chair=
should
qpiarrel ever as "ehllgatissi" which should be essaidered
a
Privilege.
DEAR ABBY: The neighbor who lives across the street
from us leaves for welt every morning at 7:30. Between
the
hours if 10 a. in. and 3 p. in. I ha‘c seen abase two or three
seeadrive up every day and str. tor maybe an bow or
so and
they have. His wife coukhal be having that many repairmen
.
Abby, I feel that I should say something to
someone—but
what? And to.whom?
STUNNED
DEAR STUNNED: Whatever the men are doing in year
neighber's home sisiseM net cowers yes. Since yes
felt
eseepelled is "say semething to smineene." you've
said
semieddmg to ME. Why net let it ge at that?

•

DEAR ABBY: You told CONCERNED that her husband
was "sack" for kissing his daughter. If my father
would have
AIM me a little more love and affestion, maybe I wouldn't
have gone crazy over the first man who kissed me, and
ended
up is the shape I'm in.
ON THE COUCH

Lynn Grove Club
Has Meeting With
Mrs. Bill Adams

=:=

=:

_••

=:=

SATrite SPELLS SAVINGS FOR
. THE ENTIRE FAMILY !!
Mr. and Mrs. Paul William Sturm. 308 Woodlawn Avenge,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Anne Marie,. to Richard Paul Kruger, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Kruger of Vedaryville, Ind.
' Miss Sturm attended the University of Kentucky and received her Bachelor of Journalism from the University of Missouri, Columbia. Mo. Her social sorority is Alpha Chi,Omega..
Mr. Kruger received his Bachelor of Science in electrical
engineering from Purdue University, West Lafayette, Ind. Presently he is a candidate for a Doctor of Philosophy degree in
electrical engineering at the university of Missouri. He is a
member of Tau Beta Pi and Eta Kappa Nu, both electrical engineering honoraries. His social fraternity is Kappa Delta Rho.
The wedding is planned for early June.
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2PRICE on Variety .of Hand Household Items
PLASTIC BUST PANS Reg. 39e
PLASTIC STAeRABLES Reg. 59c
New Super Strength
CLOTHES BRUSH Reg. 29e
Washable. Removes lint, powder, dust.
PLASTIC BOIL BRUSH Reg. 49(

Ill

ill
lii

• I

III

Mrs. Max Hurt Is'
Hostess For Meet"
Of Wadesboro Club

I,
Ill

Si,

LYSOL

III

III

I

PLASTIC STORAGE JARS Reg. 35e
17*
Easy twist top. Refrigerate, serve.
PLASTIC STORAGE JARS Reg 59t
2111 Ill
14*
III
New Super Strength
PLASTIC CARPET RUNNERS Transparent to let III
25*I Beauty of Floors Show' - Reg $1.39
11* Si.
29*

Disinfects, Deeps Cleans,
Deodorizes - Reg. and Pine Scent

We
Value

III

Ill

-- Compare Say-Rite's Prices on Health and Beauty Aids —
ABSORBINE JR.
alliTISTERINE

III

iii
Ill
III

Ill

Ill
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Corn

71

Tuesday, February 25
Mrs. Max Hurt opened her
for sore, aching muscles, with
The Haul Elementary School home for the meeting of the
new Pres-O-Matic applicator.
will meet at the school Wadesboro Homemakers Club
itverybeilly Ms a peahen. When'mit Fee a personal
Kills germs by
$1.75
at seven p.
Lg.
held
on
III
Wednesday
,
February
repay write to Abby, Om OM Les Aspire. CeL. MSS sad
•• •
the millions
ill
10, at ten-thirty o'clock in the
4111
11
m.1112211.
Value
.
Size
inclose • elempsd. selleaddreseed eaveispe.
on contact!
The Tau Phi Idmibda Serer. morning.
Ill
•••••.••••••••••
FOR ARBY'S 11001WILT, "IOW TO RAVE A LOVILY ity will meet at the home if
21
The
very
interesting
and
inMrs. Jean Riebereres, ION
Aerosol medication. lnstarft
1111DIMPIGI." MID 111.111 TO AMT, ROI MM. LOS Parttime
Drive, at swam pm. formative lesson on "Modern III
Specially
medicated vapor for relief
AMGRI/Ig. CAL., NUR
with Mrs. Loretta Jobs as as. Techniques in Sewing Conformulated
from congestion a colds, hay
struction" was presented by Ill
CORN
Value
hostess.
$1.19
fever.
to soothe
Mrs. Jewel McCallon of t he
•••
HUSKERS
4.
‘1
11.
$1.19
the
Eirksey School PTA will Westaide Homemakers Club. III
LOTION
68'
roughest
Value
meet at the school at 1:30 pm. The lesson leader ii a talented 111
seamstress and brought many
•••
skin.
The wedding of Miss Mitzi
The Dames Club of Murray special tips for the women.
II
Mrs. Lowell Palmer, presi$1.09
Cook and Terry L Lax has State University will meet at
The beautiful rejuvenated
dent,
presided,
III
and
Mrs.
Clinbeen changed from March 90 to the Student Union Bathes at
Value
"
- Ookbener. base of ?reddest
ton
Burchett,
secretary,
read
'IS
Saturday, March XL at the First 7:30 p.m. A lesson on 'Row To
mil Mrs. Harry M. 'parks at
Make Burlap Flowers" will be the minutes. Members answerUnited Methodist Church.
I I1
Manny State University, was
ed the roll call with a time savghee.
Miss
Ciok
is
daughter
the
of
I
I
the 10111118 of the open Muss
ing
hint. Mrs. Clarence Culver
•••
Mr. and Mrs Wayne Cook of
ill
hail by the Murray State Uzigave
treasurer's
the
report.
Wednesday
Pogue
907
,
Avenue.
Pehrwery
Mr. Lax is
wonky Women's Society o a
the son of E. H. Lax, 1304
The Music and Sewing Con- The devotion from Ephesians
Saturday afternoon.
Overbey Street, and Mrs. Kath- tests, including the Art Cos- was given by Mrs. David PalmIII
test dleglas. ell be bah' by .r with prayer led by Mrs
About one huadred mad tbir- erine Lax. Chestnut Street.
1.. ,n Palmer.
ty parsons called daring the All friends and relatives are the Mug Wammat Oil at
III
•
afternoon hours and were giv- invited to attend the wedding. the' doh beim at TIM pm. A
Mrs. Hurt, Mrs. Lowell Pal•••
I I
••• 0.44. 422210
reeertlems ern kart In the mer and Mrs. Virgie Clark will
mu a tour of the home which
hamemmt at the deb house. attend the Kentucky HomeIll
ha been remodeled throughout_
The OM Is limited to attend. makers meeting in Lexington
The walls of the house have May Tyler Moore
•••
bees plastered and painted to In Universal Pic
March 18.
II More going for you against pain —
The Murray Neighborhood
a sell willow green color. An- HOLLYWOOD (DPI)
works twice as
The recreational period was 'I fast
'Tyler
as aspirin. 38 tablets in safety
Moore
will
star
in
"A
Girl
Scout
Associatio
n will meet conducted by Mrs. Ernest Futother bigchange wasla the
IOW 11/02/21111 le 21/1
plastic bottle.
Change
of
Habit"
for
Univezat
the
Ill
Scout
Cabin at nine a.m. rell, and a pitluck luncheon
reisodiding of the kitchen as
eel.
•
•
•
well as la other parts of the
was served at the noon hour.
Theredey, February 17
two leery home as West Male
Others present, not previousThe
first practice session of ly named, were Mrs. Wayne
Street.
the Red Cross Home Nursing Hardie, Mrs. Clete Young. and
Mrs. Sparks and Mn. G. T.
69* ea Val.
ems* will be held at the Mur- Mrs. Augusta Conner. Mrs. R.
Lilly, president of the Wosson's
ray-Calloway County Literary at D. McDaniel, past county preSociety, greeted the guests at
seven p.
sident and Wadesboro club
•• •
the front doer.
members, was unable to attend
Other offieen of the society,
The Mamie/ Club will have as she has been very ill for the
For those who prefer a SpearMrs. EH Birdsong. Mn. Kee
a leeches" at the Woman's past month with the Hong
mint flavor and want whiter
Cramer. Dr. Evelyn Bradley,
min OS
Club Sams at one p.m. Mrs. Kong flu.
arm
teeth.
Mrs. Kenneth Winters, and
limessell SW& foreign *dem The hem meeting will be
SS* Value
75*
Mrs. Dale Lemons assisted in
my. WM speak on "Nigeries held on Wednesday, March 12,
King
Value
the receiving of the guests at
Wesess".
at one p.m. at the home of Mrs.
III
Size
= throughout the lovely
•••
Wayne Hardie. Members note
The Zeta Department of the change in date for March.
Murray Woman's Club will
•••
Gorgeous arrangements of
meet at the club house at 7:30
spring flowers including dalTake your choice — Colgate 100 for
p.m. with Mrs. Billie Downing
Ill control of bad breath in new plastic
Nails and magnolia were used
p.
as the speaker. Hostesses will Boon* Plays
Ig TT E.
Ill
at vistas* points in the hoses
bottle AND king size Colgate dental
be Mesdames Purdona Outland, Kirk's Dad
The beeutifully appointed
Gaylord Forrest, Harm %NC
cream
HOLLYWOOD (U P I) —
with
gardol plus M.F.P. Get 2
it:
Holds your
laths room table was covered
Donald Crawford, Max Bede. Richard Boone who is approxifor only $1!
with a white cloth and was inshair style
mately
the
and Miss Vivian Hale.
same age as Kirk
tated with a multi-eolored srDoualas, pears the latter's
longer in ALL
•••
feamasa swear
reseemmet
ther in "The Arrangeme
Japanese his,
kinds of
Friday, Faeroese III
nt"
Ill
.
14
4-•4,4,• •••••9
.
11
which
isessdle, baby's breath, daisies.
Elia
Kazan is directing
The
weather!
University
Couples
and carnstioss flanked by
Bridge Club will meet at 1:36
white ceadles is diver ensisipa. at the Student Units
abra
Dui/ding. Members and
Underground Highway
and staff are invited.fedty Cell
Wens napkins were
753-7710 for reservations.
•At International Nickel's
III
Dainty cookies and cakes
•••
year old Creighton mine in the It'
sled in green and yellow were
Sudbury District of Ontario, a
served along with the meek.
lg-foot wide, concrete-surfaced 84
Mrs Ralph Tesseeeer was
ramp spirals down a 20-degree Ill
&airmen of Use metal esermit
incline to a vertical
FLOWN PRINCESS AlexanMr. and Mrs Kenneth Grogan nearly 2,000 feet. To hedepth of III
tee for the day. Other mow dra
further
Plaissay
smiles
in
of
,,the
Murray
attended the wedding extended, this ramp provides,,an
N. 4th St,
ben if her committee were
midst of hyacinths in ?4w
of
Mies
Patricia Jean Curry to economical method of recovering
STORE HOURS:
Mrs. Wilson Gantt. Mrs. Joe
East
Side of
York's
Coliseum
Gary Budde Skewes at the low-grade nickel ores that would
Square
prior to the
:
Nell Rayburn. Mrs. Res Thomp9:00 to 5:30
52nd
annual flower show
Hampton Methodist Chuirk, he valueless if more conventional
son, Mrs. Joseph Reek aid
Hampton, on Saturday, February mining techniques had to he used.
March 5 to 16
ma.on _l'_l L221211112•1110,
Mn. Lew Wallace.
11•••••• 2••
•••••am ••••
S. at 6:30 p. m.
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Huskers
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Get Double Value For
Your Dollar With These

"Oakhurst" Scene Cook-Lax Wedding
Open House Held To Be March 22
By Women's Society
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GET TOTAL DISCOUNT PRICES EVERY DAY
OF THE WEEK
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ON THOUSANDS—OVFAMOUS BRAPID
"MUSTrIl
ill

MISS ANNE MARIE STUN/A

DEAR ON: Had year biker kneed you the way
atiONCERNEDir hmestri abseil their le-year-0M daeghter,
swan you'd have ended ep se the coach anyway. With awe
merlon prelims.
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PAGE FIVE

Book Study Held •
Kirksey WMS
M David Readver plusested
he Maady of the book min Aloha
and", at the meettag al the
Woman's Kileloaary &misty of
he "Grimy Bertha Chun* held
a Thursday, February 30, at
bt thirty o'clock in the evensg at the church.

,•i ractice Is
Needed For
t Musician

TUE LEDGER

'aul Cunningham.
The next meeting will be
ield on Thursday, March 13,
it one p.m. at the home
Ira. Keys Wells.
••••
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III

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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,
ill
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LW.% Show
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...1Arira Unfits Show
7 1
0
111
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Skeiton Hour
krTak
kirla Thiof
f
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1104.•
ro.v
Tirges a Thief
"Perils of Pauline" Cli
Cli Playhousee
"The Prident
s
s
9 1: MovIe
Cli 1:
LadySiNews; Wills', Sets
News: Whir,: Sports
10 :30 To.,IWd Show
Pflir7y 4.1
1:s,
on 4"r14 Joey Bishop Snow

tr

ov7
., Mason

Ton
sigh
bbt

"Many Rivers Ye
Cross

JO Mar', trff
f
Show
:Oa Mery Griffin Show

Joey bishoo Shop
Joey Bishop She*
hens

Movie

WEDNESDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
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Today,
7
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Cawltry Journal
News
Country Julktion
aIrgrv Junction
Ian: Wily

Cal

Family Theal
-Wir—
bonnie Pruden Shim

L

gain* Kangaroo
caosain K anearoe
wog. Julionwrit
Maw Dames show
Concentration
Mike Douglas Show
Personality
Andy of Mayberry
HoNywood Squares Dick Van Oils,
:lb Jeopardy
Love of Life: News
:0 Eye Duets
Search for Totnewrow
:55 Today, Paul Narver

A
:30
:ft
:$11

Show

1=
Romper Room
Lucy Show
Mr. Ed
Hazel
bewitched
%bowleg Alb

Funny You

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
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As the World Turns

Our Lives
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:31I You Don't Say
Edge 01 Night
IS Metal Game. Pilevd—LT&Ts

:00
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:30 Afternoon Show
00 Afternoon
'30

"Goosing vs.
Thing"
Evening News

Dream House
et's Make a Deal
Newlywed Game
UK) Game
G•ner•I Hospital
One Life to Live
Din

k Violaters
Stamen

daverly Hillbillies
Love Lucy
News

The
Lacked Motivation
Huntley-BrInkSnow
ley CRS
Maverick
What happened? The experts
WEDNESDAY EVE NING PROGRAMS
III
an bow to get the most out of
x-6 p.m., Ch. 4 They put you on the Wednesday scene - JUD
III
music lessons say we weren't
COLLINS, LEE EDWARDS,BOB OLSEN, and PAUL FELLS.
sufficiently motivated. When the
III
6
,
41,4,44taiirthr Sets 0.4.7.
6
=1; Sports 4t;i:a .:rkik
W material was easy, the instrumem. tllq
ent shiny, the experience new,
Goodtirne
Hour
&Idea
MISSILE TESTED--A Poseidcn solid fuel rocket streaks heaven7 18 Vigrn
g
Good Guys
dandy. But the novelty wore off
To be announced
ward during tests at Cape Kennedy. The new
x-8 p.m., Ch. 4 "JIMMY DURANTE and DON
!
!
I
missile, deand it became apparent that leasigned to replace Polaris for use on submarine
Their Thing," with JANE POWELL and the BAJAKNOTTS Do
s, is capable
rning to play was going to take
MARIMBA
of carrying multiple warheads.
Band
4
time and faithful practice.
a
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Hall
Beyer', Hillbillies
III
Music lesson hangys are c
30 Musk Hall
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Movie:0 "The Lone, Hof
mmon, dosed by anything from
71-1E WEEK'
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.;,.... Wadi--__*—..parental nagging for Johnnie to ucational services for AMC, be- by the student and the teacher
get along with it to indifference lieves tilt when junior's enthus- until the child hits that "spark" .... x-10 p.m. Ch. 4 The day's news- in depth -'from Color 4's .
V!!
PROFESSIONALS, AL VOECICS, DAVE DAUGHTRY,
to a ildld's practice and pro- iasm for music flags, parents for progressing once more.
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More
Joey
• he wants drums. If he's studying purchase of an instrument and coducive to concentration. And
don't prolong practice. It should
Nevis
12 11 "e
mg,
2:51!:
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t
-' formally, maybe he and the tea- engaging a teacher."
.s:V"'"°
.
of
1 li Mery Griffin Sheer
:, char have clashing personalities. Some of Egbert's guidelines; be divided into two or three shoReg. 35e
17.
Be sure the student is studying rt sessions, depending on the chi.
apparentl
But
a
lot
y
the
of
trIgerate, serve.
hax-Paid
advertisement
.
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•: noes are only temporary. The a musical instrument =tinter- ld's concentration span;
Reg. 59t
lie
ests
him.
Don't force the child
American
;*
Music
Conferenc
A.
e
Strength
Criticize, praise, suggest nev' MC says the number of children to play the piano or violin just
Backstairs At The
ACTIONS SATISFACTORY
3 'Transparent to let
er nag. Nagging may create a
because
you
like
it.
and
adults
making
music
amas
Leg. 11.39
White House
Ii.
• ateurs gains each year and that If the child is in group less- "What's the use?" attitude. And
the number for 1969 should top ons, is the teacher fitted to the don't compare his progress with
WASHINGTON UPI :House SpIII
million. Choice of instrumen- age group? Some teachers are that of someone else's child.
44
•
eaker John W. McCormack says
• By MERRIMAN SMITH
— — Value
iNk 66f
Progress
depends
better
individthe
on
with
little
ones, others
ts currently are piano, guitar
President Nixon's "actions to
UPI White House Reporter
ual. For, as Egbert says, and
with teen-agers. ,
and organ, in that order.
date have been satisfactory plown
our
household
has learned,
Understand that every student
Parents Can Help
WASHINGTON UPI - Backstai- us." The Massachusetts Demoreaches "plateaus" in learning. "music is not mastered overcrat said in a television intery Aids —
rs at the White House:
This period must be weathered night."
Marion Egbert, director of.4The logistics of President Ni- view. Sunday Issues and Answers
xon's European trip show rather ABC that *ifixOn should seild a
vividly how the presidency has complete policy message to Congrown as constantly improving gress, rather than a series of
6
communications have made the piecemeal proposals.
world smaller.
The press party, a general
term covering newspapers, magazines, radio and television,
leaving Washington early Sunday
.purabie Feeders
with the Chief Executive numberLiquid fertilizer storage and
CORN
""
ed over 150. Several times this applicator
tanks. when fabriHUSKERS
number will be picking up the cated of nickel
stainless steel,
President
at
each
of
his
visits may last more than 20 years. The
LOTION
to five countries. Wten former tough alloy resists corrosion in
President Harry S. Truman went many fertilizer solutions.
to Brazil in the late forties for
III
a major inter-American conference, the White House press
party included about 25 persons.
And in its day, this was a far
more substantive trip involving
formal diplomatic negotiations
and signing of agreements than
Nixon's largely get acquainted
journey.
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JOON SCHEDULE

NEW YCRK UPI - A guitar came to our house for Christmas
and for the next few weeks we
figured at least one member of
the timily was just short of discovery for the Glen Campbell
Show.
Let one member of the clan
•put the guitar down, and another
would pick it up. For days,there
was talk of frets and clefs and
fingering. Self teaching booklets
began to pile up, someone added
a guitar tuner, and even the partkeet duo was enjoying the sound
of home made music. One small
virtuoso even was picking out
parts of "Long, Long Ago." But
soon what occurs in many homes
•happened in ours; the enthusiasm
for strumming waned, someone
broke the G-string, and our hired
girl was dusting the guitar along
with the rest of the furniture.

Refreshments were served.
Those present were Mesdames
unbar Compton, James Psi
hell, W. A. Erwin, R. W. Blake
r, Jack Oats, 1seiah Trees, Jim
Fisher, Nike Sykes., Urban Bel.
her, Jackie Trees, Danny Edrude, and David Brasher.

TIKES —

as

WLAC—TV
NMI—TV
Channel 4
Channel 5
TUESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor

The special study in prima
hen Ier the week of prayer
er home Minions concerned
he 50th Mete, Hawaii, and was
resented in an interesting way
y Mrs. Brasher, wife of aka.
saber of the church.

—4M1

.ioiticii$0118108NHai6MIENSMENRIMINt
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ehold Items

POISED—The Apollo 9 is poised atop its Saturn rocket on launch
pad at Cape Kennedy
for the Feb. 28 zoom--a 10-day Earth orbiting
mission to test docking in space and other,
operations necessary for the actual Moon landing mission to
follow, probably next July.

The American Legion-1,919-1969

Born of War and Dedicated to Peace

DRESSED REHEARSAL—Apollo 9 astronauts i from left Russell Schweicka
rt, David Scott
and James McDivitt rehearse the final hours
of their countdown in capsule simulator
at Cape Kennedy. The exercise follows
timetable which will be used on launch
day.

Match This:

Television Available

wove,.Ion ••••.1116•111,

The American Legion's first big porode—in Minneapolis, during

SCrilaw

By MICHAEL REMAS
Written Especially /or Central Press and This Newspaper
A FAMED ORGANIZATION, born of war and dedicated to
peace and the American military veteran, is marking its 50th
anniversary as one of the nation's most popular and successful
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STORE HOURS:
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9:00 to 5:30
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groups.

"Live" television of Nixon in
Europe will be available by satellite from Tokyo to Topeka. Wr.
Its first
Hon in 1919,
itten accounts that only a few
was authorized at that 1919 year ago would have taken hours
convenUon in Minneapolle.
to transmit to this country from
For U.S. veterans;the Legion Europe will zip across Atlantic
seeks to protect such rights as in a matter of minutes.
Job safety, hospitalization, govAs far as the public Is conernmental burial, and the like
cerned at least, the American
for him and his family, in the
public this first Nixon venture
case of deceased veterans.
Because of its interest in the into personal diplomacy will be
nation. the Legion at Its last a spectacle essentially. While
convention discussed such sub- he was expected to spend some
jects as Vietnam, the USS 50 hours or more in conversatPueblo, lawlessness, student ions with European leaders, inriots, war prisoners, Czecho- cluding Pope Paul VI, much of
slovakia, Cuba, relations with the discussion will be devoted
France, trade with Red nations, to getting to know
one another.
Social Security. NATO. nationSome U. S. career diplomats
al cemeteries, and the like
remained unshaken in their trad• • •
AS ITS gift to the nation, itionalistic belief that Nixon was
the Legion at Its March 15 com- plunging into European talks too
mander's banquet to the Con- soon after assuming the presidgress will initiate the first ency. In tact, this same sort of
lighting of the permanent Illu- thinking was evident in the State
mination it has purchased for Department when former Presidthe Tomb of the Unknowns at ent Dwight D. Eisenhower shattArlington, Va.. National Ceme- ered all kinds of records
with his
tery, previously unlighted.
extensive overseas tours.
The

It Is the American Legion, whose 2.7 million members in
16,500 local poste across the 50 states make it the largest veterans organization in the land. In addition, Its auxiliary has one
million members in 14,000 units.
It was in Paris back in March 15-17, 1919, four months after
World War I came to an end, that 1,000 officers and doughboys
of the American Expeditionary Force gathered and created what
was to become known as the American Legion. They had gathered after AEF headquarters
------asked 20 officers to propose Wished Its first post, George
ways to better trbop morale
Washington Post 1 in the naCredited with having begun tion's capital, that the Legion
the Legion idea is the late Lt. went to work. During the deCol. Theodore Roosevelt Jr., pression the group became a
son of the U.S. president of the virtual employment service,
NM name. Colonel Rooltevelt helping some one million men
Is called the "Father of the Le- get jobs through 11,000 offices
It established across the land.
gion."
• • •
The organisation was formed
THE LEGION has founded
with the concept that a group
of veterans could perhaps make American Education Week, has
Its voice heard in preserving founded a rehabilitation service
Legion's birthday of
the future peace of the world. to help disabled servicemen atthen so recently attained tain medical care and compen- March 15 also will find the
Not Too Upsetting
through the spilled blood of sation, has helped write the Poet Office Department issuing
thousand' of their buddies. GI Bill of Rights, has built the Legion's 50th anniversart
Nixon's current mission shouTheir purpooe was also to con- parks, swimming pools, play- commemorative stamp. In ad&
tinue war-time friendships, pro- grounds and community houses, lion, a time capsule full of ld not be too upsetting to the dipmote veteran interests and the and has donated equipment and Legion history will be burled lomatic traditionalists since his
and marked with a perpetual mission is to meet and learn,
American way of life, and to ambulances to communities.
Today, it awards $4,000 in flame near the Soldiers and as well as•to be met and learned
advance patriotic programs
scholarships in its national high Sailors Memorial Meanwhile. about. Since
there is no bacon to
• • •
school oratory competition on Warner Brothers-Seven Arts,
get, there will be none to bring
a IT WAS in September, 1919. the Bill of Rights and the US. Inc. is producing a documenborne except, hopefully, in the
till that the Legion gained its na- Constitution, and sponsors jun- tary film of the Legion's 50
form of better understanding.
▪ tional charter from Congress. ior hasebaH leagues annually years.
Should the president be wellTwo months later it held its for 400,000 youngsters and
The big celebration, however,
first national conventiem In scouting troops for 4.400 boys. reports national Commander received in Europe, he may find
Minneapolis, a fete that will be
Meanwhile, its auxiliary has William C. Doyle, a former New some trouble shortly after herecommemorated next Nov. 11 in been equally busy, concentrat- Jersey Army veteran, will -come turns to Washington in early Marthat city, the final act In the ing its endeavors in 'similar Aug 22-28 Whtn thousand, of ch, but it might be the nicest sort
Legion's 11-Month celebration areas and helping young women Legionnaries gather in Atlanta of trouble invitations from other
learn citizenship resnahaibili- for the 51st national 'conven- countries, particularly in
of its anniversary.
Asia

It avaise-alter it 'stab- Ma, ever since i4
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TheInest priced popular pickup with an 8-foot box.

Ao leside as soft as the outside is tough.

New Chevy longhorn for biggest camper bodies.
Only a Chevrolet pickup can tally
this list of advantages that add -up
to more value for your investment:
Start with style—bold and hand-

some, newest in the field. Add
smoothest pickup ride, the result of
tough coil springs at all four wheels
on most models. Plus the biggest
choke of truck 6 and V8 engines in

any popular pick-up. And
doublewall steel in vital areas.
There's much more.(Like the new

Chevrolet Value Showdown

Longhorn model, first pickup designed especially foi—camper duty.)
It's all at your Chevrolet dealer's,
Buy now, while we're making things
hotter than ever for competition
and
better than ever for you.
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Meet Carol White

•

Hollywood-Hails Britannia—Again! Put the Kettle On
And
ci

a

Wacky Eatery
Serves Plenty
Of Entertainment
By ALBCRT W. MESS

tending clams."
He started a. chain of hot
dog shank and then met Chu:,
Juarez.
allay inui horn in Chihuahua City. Mexico, and received
a degree in business administration at. the University of
Ildimico. He was one of the
founders of Informer, Mexko's

arm neve agency.

Stew Up A Meal For A Nippy Night

a star, 'it suddenly hilipened
inter I had Melded to give up
acting as a ilea* eerier."
While Carol is taking rather
sudden stardom M stride, her
life has *Amu* he ate major
Way: Me sail bradisail Michael
are in the proms of everting.
"The marriage was over before success came my way,"
she insists, "so it's not a question of career conflicts. Michael
Is a star in his own right."
Carol is indefinite on the subject of marriage again. "I've
honestly been too busy to think
about it, but I imagine I will
marry when the right man
comes along." Since completing "Daddy's Gone A-Hunting,"
she and co-star Paul Burke
have been rumored as an
"item." j.
• • •
CAROL'S forthrightness won
her friends on her first Hollywood visit. On the subject of
man-woman relationships, for
example, she said: "Women
fancy men just as much as men
fancy women. It's perfectly natural. Why should it be onesided'!"
As for nudity in films--Carol
speaks from experience since
she semi-stripped in "Poor Cow"
and plays a very realistic au
naturelle scene in "Daddy's": -I
simply wouldn't do a nude or
semi-nude scene if it weren't
an essential part of the story
and done in good taste," she insists.
- "I'm not naturally an exhibitionist
When I'm
walking
around a swimming pool even,
I crouch down with my shoulders all hunched up. But when
I'm working in front of the
camera -even though I can be
apprehensive about it at first
have the ability to put a
protective wall around myself.
Within-Abet .wall. I can do
things I wouldn't dare do offscreen."
Apparently that wall of this
Briton again contains a star.

Sy JOAN 0111LUVAN
Is a soup a soup and
1
1:ren is It a stew? The
answer is in the ingredients.
The more solids you add, the
leas soup you have and the
more stew-ish the dish becomes.
It is stew, rather than soup,
that we suggest for those
"lion-lah" days of March that
mark the last gasp
winter.
It makes a hot and hearty

Wit;
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Hospital Report

•
SAUERKRAUT AND a variety of meats, including sausages and franks, simmer in beer to make a Polish Stew.
and simmer 1 hour. Serve' 10,
and sliced
4!
GREEK TOURLOU
c. chopped parsley
3 lb. cubed shoulder of
In Dutch oven brown lamb 1.;
Iamb
thoroughly in butter; remove
2 tbsp. butter
meat and sauté onion and gar2 medium onions, sliced
lic about 2 min. Drain off fat. Ai"
2 cloves garlic, chopped
Return meat; add sauce, wat3 (8 oz.) cans tomato
er, 1 tap. salt and remaining
sauce
seasoning& Simmer covered 1
•c. water
'
hour.
tsp. salt
Add green beans and green
/
1
4 tsp. each rosemary,
pepper; cook 15 min. MIA in
thyme leaves
remaining salt, eggplant, zucbasil leaves
chini and parsleje.'llimmer coy•tap, pepper
ered 30 min. longer or until
/
1
4 lb. breen beans, cut
vegetables and Iamb are ten__
1 green pepper, diced
- der.
1 small eggplant, cubed
Serve with rice or noodle" is
2 medium zucchini, pared
as desired. Serves 6 to a.

% er

Mrs. Etta Dick, Rte. 6, Murray: atko,
1407 'Vine St., Murray:Mrs,
Melvin Grogan, Rte, 5, Murray: Virginia
DISMISSALS
Geurin, 806 Shays Ct.,
Murray: Mrs, Josephine Darnell,
DEIMISSAIS
Miss Andra Reibel, Box 1619B
1406 Johnson Murray: Mrs. Reba
Clayton, S. 9th St., Murray: Mrs. Hester Hall, M. S. U., Charles
Mrs. Patricia McIntire,Rte.2, Helen Anderson, Rte,
I, Hardie: Seaton, 120 N. 14th St., Murray:
Murray: Mrs. Linda Todd, 1617 Mrs.
Brenda Lyle, and Baby Boy, Otto Erwin, Rte, I, Hazel: Mrs.
Hamilton Ave., Murray: Mrs. 1201
College Crt. Murray: Mrs. Retha Barrett & Baby Girl, Rte,
Ople Turbyfill, Rte. 1, Hazel: Mary
Levan, Benton: Mrs. Bar- 5, Murray: James Brandon, Rte.
Miss Stephanie Clark, Box 54, bara
Beck and Baby Boy, 1600/3 5, Murray: Mrs. °della Imes,
Hardin: Hard Cooper, Rte. 1, W. Main
St., Murray: Mr. Jerry Almo: Master Dennis Jones, Rte,
Hazel: Mrs. Lillian Whitis, Rte, Lovett,
Rte. 1, Almo: Mr. Jessie 11, Murray: Mrs. Norma Miller,
2, Murray: Paul Gargus(Expired) White,
1405 Story Ave. Murray: 14 Baby Girl, Rte.1, Murray: Mrs.
Rte. 1, Almo:
Mrs. Demus McClure, Rte, 3, Edna Robinson, 1010 Payne St.,
Hazel: Mrs. Rosetta Reynolds, Murray: Mrs. Nell Hahs, 805
ADMISSIONS
928 Walnut St., Benton: Baby Olive St., Murray: Miss Beatrice
Girl Baker, 504 Waldrop, Mur- Lewis, Rte. 4, Murray: Mrs.
Mrs. Sharon Colson, .Rte. 5,
Myrtle Lyons, Ste. 1, Almo: M. V.
ray:
Murray: Mrs. Rosemary KondrBoggess, Rte, 1. Murray: Leslie

James, Rte. 1, Hazel: Mrs.Emma
Pride, 1112 Fairlane, Murray:
Bert Garland, Rte. 2, KErksey:

BUDGE NAMED

•

4
WASHINGTON UPI - President
Nixon has named Hamer H. Budge chairman of the Securities
and Exchange Commission, Budge, 58, is a former Republican
congressman from Idaho. Nemoceeds Manuel F. Cohen who resigned LS chairman for "personal reasons."
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Saturday, March 1st
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(Hours 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.)
HIGH-GRADE STAINLESS TABLEWARE
AND CUTLERY WITH NEW SAVINGS ACCOU
NTS •

$200.00 Free Drawing
for Insured Saving Accounts
1 4%
5/
5%
KATE
CE RT IF
S

*GIFTS FOR EVERYONE

INSURED

($10,000 Min.)

%S
I

CE RT IF ICA T E S

($3,000 Mm.)

INSURED'

* REFRESHMENTS

4

4r/
40

PASSBOOKS
( No Minimum)

MURRAY FEDERAL SAVINGS
& LOAN OFFICE
304 E. MAIN STREET

BRUCE THOMAS
j Branch Manager

(BRANCH OF HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION)

•••••••40.10•••••••••••••••••••••••******•
•••••••••••••••

ALLEN ROSE
Public Relations
& Loan Officer
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Your Savings Immediately Available!
No Notice Required for Withdrawal
Ask About This Important Feature

Your itiOneY

CAIN & TREAS

4.•

•

sliced
1 (12% oa) can chicken
comionmas
3
4 lb. salt pork, cubed
1 medium onions, sliced
2 tbsp. flour
1 C. beer
6% e, drained sauerkraut
% lb. each cooked cubed
beef, pork, rabbit or
chicken
% lb. Polish sausage,
cooked and cut in 2-in.
pieces
1 lb. frankfurters. halved
1 tsp, each salt, dill
la tap. pepper
1 bay leaf
Cook mushrooms in consomme until tender; drain, reserving liquid.
In large saaRepan or Dutch
oven, saute malt pork until
golden brown; add onions and
cook until crisp-tender. Stir in
floor, gradually add reserved
mushroom liquid and beer.
Stir in mushreesn, kraut, beef,
pork, rabbit Ofs stricken, sausage, frankfurters, salt, dill,
pepper and bay leaf. Cover

ON A BLUSTERY March night, a stew
kettle of Greek
Tourtou (lamb cubes and vegetables)
Stoke rriOet

dolkw the best
intermediate

MORTOR SALES
MURRAY , KY.

browned hare in butter to provide Mui ham for the stew.
TIRtriou it is a marvelous medley of eggplant., zucchini, glean pepper, onions and
bean marked with seasonings
eat Mannered in tomato sauce.
A Polish version of stew
foe MIA - itse appetites stars
sauerkraut. It is simmered in
beer or ale with a variety of
meats, including
sausage,
frankfurters, beef, pork and
chicken. Although Bison is
made traditionally with rabbit,
chicken Is a suitable substitute.

MOO POLISH
SAUMEKBAIIT MEW
1% lb, fresh mushrooms,

their thumb in a customer's
soup to test its warmth and
ADMISSIONS
bowls of chill are always being
spilled.
Mrs, Rosemary Scott & Roby
If a guest orders a glass of Boy, 107
Pine Street, Murray:
scotch he's in for an argument.
Mrs:Itnice Ward & Baby Girl,
The head waiter may pull up
1st St., Murray: Mrs. Irene Bena chair to the table and try to
nett, Rte, 1, Almo: Mrs. Lelia
talk him out of it. On the bottom of the menu is the nota- Baker, 504 Waldrop Dr., Murray:
Mrs. Alma Adams, Rte, 1, Dextion:
-Drink rum k other domes- ter: Mr. Dennis McLelland, Rte,
tic spirits while in Mexico. The 2, Murray: Miss May Dalton,161'?
price of scotch is ridiculous."
"El Shrimp Bucket" is mov- Main St., Murray: Mrs. Sandra
ing ahead with new worlds to Rutledge & Baby Girl, Orchard
Invade — with an "Overseas Heights Apt, 6, Murray: Thomas
Shrimp Bucket" in operation Parker, 505 So, 8th St., Murray:
in Barcelona. Spain.
"We'll get even with these
Spaniards for conquering our
people and burning our temples," Carlos confides.

fftle two hit it off and in
MAZATLAN. Mexico (UPI)
—When a college graduate 1963 tarlos moved here to open
with a degree In foreign trade, -112 Shrimp Bucket." Chuy fola news agency founder and a lowed the following year and
drug salesman team up to op- Joined him as• partner.
erate a restaurant you had betThird Member
ter believe it's one of the wackiAl Graziano, the third memest operations of its kind in ber of the firm, was
born in the
this or any other country.
Mexican state of Hidalgo. He
SUll "El Shrimp Bucket" is received a bachelor's degree in
a must on the list for the thou- sciences at the Autonomous
sends of tourists who visit this Scientific and Literary UniverPacific coast resort world fam- sity. He then joined the phared for its game fishing.
maceutical firm
of Merck,
Not only do they come to Sharp h Dohme, which sent
him
to
Mazatlan.
"12 Shrimp Bucket" for food
but the operation seems more
Al took a part-tame additionlike a three-ring circus than a al job with a public relations
a place to dine.
firm and got to know Carlos
The "Bucket" is not preten- and Chuzl.
Al became an active part in
tious. Located off the patio of
Hotel La Siesta with only a the operation of "El Shrimp
street between it and the Bucket" and was taken in as a
ocean. It has wooden topped full partner in 1917.
Carlos has not forgotten his
tables, a ceiling covered with
hanging paper, flowers and home town of Bakersfield. At
animals and, for air condition- the door to the -Bucket" is a
ing, it's very simple. You just mounted plaque proclaiming
open a window or turn on h the location as the "Bakersfield ambessy."
fan.
Although there are two
Caries Anderson was born in
Bakersdeld. Calif. His mother bands that entertain in the
MASS TRANSPLANT—Dr, C.
—was Mexican and las father evenings, every member of the
Walton Lillehei, insrgisee-le•
American He received his de- "Bucket's staff" from the barchief at New York Hospital
gree in foreign trade at Mexico tender to the dishwasher is an
and doctor in charge of the
City College He then opened a entertainer In his own right. In
history-making operation in
bar and restaurant across from fact the "Bucket" advertised
which six patients received
the college but was forced by Its entertainment as -Dining
the heart, two kidneys, liver
music
for
people
who
didn't
preesure from the college to
want to eat anyway."
and two corneas from a
close.
Carlos. Chu)
single donor, rays that or, and Al try to
The way Carlos explains it is
keep the "Bucket" appearing
gans could eventually be
"The eds and co-eds would res
as if, it was emateurldalr
a transported
for transplant
ther have been there than aterated. Waiters might slick
anywhere in the country.

one-dish meal with cook-ahead
virtues. Stew improves with
standing. It allows a thence
for flavors to mellow and
blend.
For starters, borrow a
Greek recipe for a stew that,
not surprisingly, feature.
lamb, the most plentiful and
popular meat in Greece. America boasts its own young tender lamb and shoulder cubes,

1.1V64 51rE1 Bari III VIVO(

Sy AY ARCHON)
Central Press A/socialise
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD — Those British belles egotism to add to the
sounds of stardoni—in Hollybrigade
which
wood. The
boasts Julie Andrews., Julie
Christ:le, Samantha Egger, Vanessa Redgrave and sister Lynn
now includes a shy blonde,
Caro/ White, boasting her first
made-in-the-USA film, "Daddy's Gone A-HunUng."
Carol caught everyone's attention. plus "Best Actress"
awards at the British and Czech
Film festivals in "Poor Cow,"
then waited a year before socepUng another starring role.
"Deuidy" was her choice.-with
Mark Robson, one of the town's
top producer-directors. much of
the reason for her choice.
She's a happy lady, this Miss
Carol White. Most things have
broken her way. She began her
theatrical career when she was
11 and attending theater school
and won a major role in a chilCarel White
dren's film. "Circus Friends."
She progressed steadily until at ing • 'cabbage.' I'd fall asleep
16 she was doing her first love at nine o'clock over a box of
scenes with Peter Sellers.
chocolates, watching TV
"I think he was a bit em"My husband said why didn't
barrassed about it," she recalled I go out and do a show now
the incident of eight years pan. and -then. He had heard about
"my being 90 young and all. a TV audition, so I decided to
but be was wonderful to work try for it." The rest of the story
I. like a "B" script from Hol• • •
lywood.
AT THIS early stage, Miss
Carol was a smash in several
White became discouraged with TV shows. But she would have
her career and her personal di- 'returned to the hausfrau rourection. "Vniat I really wanted," tine had it not been for proshe recalls, -was to marry and ducer Joseph Janni who came
get pregnant and retire." And to her with the script of "Poor
not too long afterward she ac- Cow." Since that film, she's
complished all three. In 1962 she won the "Most Promising Star
married Michael King of the of 1967" award and "Most
Magas' Ken Brothers. And Promising Female Star of the
year" award. eb,e's completed
thsa followed two children.
last I was *Mg what I two other major films abroad,
_mesie
U. Never Forget What's '35
heap, .eselagAer children. I Name" and "The Fixer."
really didiet- Tallei the business.
he ironic part," Carol
Finally. boisever, I began to get smiles, -is that after 13' years
a bit depressed. I was becom- of trying and hoping to become

•
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SERVICES 0117171111111111)
DUNIUTE ROOFING Co. be.
Hi new and recover
roofing service. Spec.
II repairs. Guaranteed
workmanship. 486.1163 KIrksay,
KY.
ITC

=
to

POE SALE

UAL SWATS POR SALE

12' x OP =BAST Moline
Home, 117 Midst Time-bedroom, all-ebeetrie, hunk panellog tibroughout Good condition.
Phone Furrier 26747118 after
11:00 p.m. or 753-5346. TFNC

51 ACRE FARM with completely redeoorated !bedroom home,
with electric heat Barley and
Dark Fired tobacco base, corn
crib, hayabed, and tobacco
barn. Excellent cattle farm, with
about 34 acres of clear crop
land, 9 miles from Murray on
black top. Clean, !deadly community. Vary reasonably priced.
Phone 492-8580 or 753-11811 after 5:00 p. m.

BUILD a new home or an
addition, call J. H. Tabers Con- CUB FARKALL tractor with
mower, $750.00. Call 753-8776
tractor. Phone 489-3051 or
after 7:00 p. m.
2023.
F-27-

ow It's Milk Can Art
*

•

•

Becomes Part

•

of

•

6

Americana

7.254,

•

•
meats, including sau.0 make a Polish Stew.

18

x

and sliced
, c. chopped parsley
Dutch oven brown lamb Ai
iughly in butter; removals
and saute onion and gar,
Dout 2 min. Drain off fat. Ai
rn meat; add sauce, wattsp. salt and remaining.
*
ming'. Simmer covered 17
Id green beans and green
er; cook 15 min. Mix in
Lining salt, eggplant, sue, and paraleY.'Sinuner coy30 min longer or until
tables and lamb are tenrye with rice or noodles, g
mired. Serves 6 to 8.
, Rte. 1, Hazel:Mrs.Emma
1112 Fairlane, Murray:
Garland, Rte. 2, Kirksey:
4/8.
BUDGE NAMED

4

;H1NGTON UPI - President
has named Hamer H. Bud..airman of the Securitlee
(change Commission, BEd- •
I, is a former Repubilean
ossman from Idaho. Heller
Manuel F. Cohen wituallhoe
as chairman for "perSte•
ions."

7.11

Vehicle Is
Stolen Each
68 Minutes
FRANKFORT-Once every 68
minutes during 1968, someone's
car or truck was stolen in Kentucky, according to figures released by the Kentucky State Police,
Between January and December of 1968, the KSP recorded a
statewide total of 7,625 stolen
vehicle reports, an increase of
eight per cent over 1967. Some
5,638 of those thefts occurred
In Louisville and Jefferson County.
The KSP recovered 1,051 vehicles valued at approximately $1.1
million, bettering their 1967 recovery rate by 19 per cent. Included among these vehicles were 115 automobiles stolen out-ofstate and driven into Kentucky.
Heading the list of KSP Posts
receiving stolen vehicle complaints were Henderson (152), Bowling Green (152) and Mayfield(151). Top recovery rates were scored by posts at Bowling Green(61),

TUESDAY-FEBRUARY 25. 1969
age group.
suited in personal injuries.
The largest number of arr
Public Safety Commissioner
ts in a single age category for William 0. Newman,commenting
auto theft involved 17 year ol on the rising number of car thefmales. Among all females arrest- t;
ed, the greatest percentage fell certain a.MIMS lievilevibi•
In the age 15 category. The over- en removed and all doors are
all rate of arrests in the under locked before leaving his auto.
18 age grow for auto theft rose "Unlocked cars and cars left
about 22 per cent over 1967. unattended with the key in the
Another factor of great con- Ignition invite theft," he said.
Motorists are also being asked
cern, also pointed out by the
Auto Dealers, is the impact of by the Public Safety Department,
auto theft on highway safety. Dur- particularly now when motorists
ing 1967, about 18 per cent of all are applying for 1969 licenseplastolen vehicles were involved in tes, to check the auto identificatat least 100,000 accidents across ion number with the number shothe country. One out of five re- wn on their registration certif-

wealaisrlaidortst toms

MUST SACRIFICE, 2 registered
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzie
NOTICE
Collie pups immediately. May
MAKIN
0000Q
"MICE: We repair all makes be seen after 5:00 p. in. at 816
ACROSS
3-Apparell
U00000 300E00
-ace= cleaners, Washy& wh- North 19th.
7-27-C WE HAVE to many listings to
4-11arracuda
0600
6i00111
1-Algonquian
0 00
ere, irons, heaters, all mall
get them all in the paper. If
5-Misplaces
00E1 UUSOU 000
Indian
6-Superlatrve
appliances. Ward & Elkins, 4061 SINGER hem sticthcing m- Interested in buying or selling,
AU
4-54umbered
['fam
e
nom
ending
arline. Good condition. Call 753- come by our
on mou
Maple.
9-9oak up
v
office.
ClOrMIG
7-Hebrew letter
2883.
17-36-NC WILSON REAL ESTATE moon 00M0
12.134 It
206
13-I40ve across
OW0015
ELECTROLUX SALES & der1
13-Puzzle
fame
90
South 4th Street, Murray, Ken9-Vapid
00014 WOOD 00
14-Chioese
lice, Box 213 Murray, Ky, C. GRAND PIANO, used. Also new tucky,
10-Paddle
across from post office.
00d 0U1200 000
pagodu
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176 Grand pianos. Lonardo Piano Phone 753-3263
11-Cushion
00 baU1510 0000
. Wayne Wilson,
Co., Baldwin Organs, across
15-Object
16-Playthmgs
LYnnYills, KY.
March-12-C from
MPU00(.1 031000U
17-Honor
Post Office, Paris, Tenn. home phone 753-5086; Brokers:
18-Emerges
OMOD0 maw
19.Carry
victorious
jIONES PEST Control Service.
F-26-C Mr. Charles McDaniel, Home
25
20 Bad
20-Great Lake
phone 753-4806, Mrs. Edna
Wuaranteed results. Unmarked
21 -Gray-colored
21-Land measures
34-Combines
47-Fish eggs
Knight, Home phone 753-4810.
car. Fly control, roaches, ants,
22-Keen
23-Calmest
HERD OF HEREFORD cattle,
48-Container
36-Break suddenly
24-Ardent
TIC
27-Part of body
spiders and etc. Phone
49 Openwork
25 Jot
mostly poll stock as good as
38-Rage
29-Ventilates
3022 or 489-3021.
26-Temporary
fabric
March-13-P you will flnd without papers. THREE-BEDROOM
40-Get up
brick in
30- Hebrew
shelter (pl.)
50-Afternoon
41 Waste matter
23-Instructors
letter
RID of pests, they woa J. T. Tidwell, Lynn Grove and Highland Oaks Subdivision on
party
33-Turkish
45 Poker stake
31-Ethiopian title
53-Faroe Islands
leave on their ewe. Termites go Coldwater Road. Phone 435- 100 x 180 Ft. lot. Carport, utilregiment
46-Obtain
32 Rants
whirlwind
7-28-P ity, built-In kitchen, city water,
right on siting if you ignore 5312.
Top recovery rates were scored 34-Males
10,00000 Phone 753-1861.
them. Kelly's Pest Control is the
35-Te
utonic
by posts at Bowling Green (61),
REAL NICE used couch, golden
answer, locally owned and opdeity
Elizabethtown (60), Mayfield (59)
brown. A bargain. E. S. Diu36-Transaction
erated for 20 years We can be
I $
In IGA parking lot, small
guid and Co., 406 Main Street.
and Dry Ridge (57).
37-Build
24 hours a day. If
Auto theft, according to the 39 European
17-26-P town Leather purse. Reward.
a pest call us. Phone 753-3814.
hone 753-4389.
42-Wo
oden
National
Automobi
F-26-C
le Dealers'
Mcmber Chamber of Commerce ELEVEN FOOT John Boat. 3%
vessels
Association last year, ranked
and Builders Aseiciation LCP- horsepower motor. Brand new. BEAUTFTFUL
43-Hindu queen
mobile home site
third in frequency among all fel- 44-Tolled
195. Kelly's Pest Control, 100 Never been in water, $185.00. with lots
of shade trees and
onies committed in the United St- 4E-Complain
So. 13th Strect, phone 753-3914. Call 7534482 after 4:30 p. in. large garden
area. Also 20 acres
ates. Nearly two-thirds of those 411•Saltsfled
H-F-26-C
F-27-C of pasture land. Will rent nio .
arrested nationwide for auto the- 51 Dawn
bile
home
site
goddess
and pasture toREMOVE MOMS body fluid
ft were under 18 years of age. 52-Co
Redrak's milk cans are ;ming to town-while Bossy stews home.
ok in oven
gether or seperate. Located apwith Fluidex tablets, only aLegi. UPRIGHT PIANO $40.00.The 1966-average for Kentucky 54-Femaie
7534404 after 4:00 p. in. 7-27-C proximately 5 Miles siuthwest
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